QUALITY HYGIENE SUPPLIES
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www.wipeout.ie
Welcome to Wipeout

Wipeout Ltd is a cleaning and hygiene supplier founded in 1992 by father (Richard) and
son (Tony) Field who between them held a combined total of 65 year’s experience in the
cleaning and hygiene supplies industry. At the time they felt there was a need for a quality
cleaning and hygiene supplier, that offered practical advice on the latest and most cost
effective ways to implement reliable and up to date cleaning methods in a commercial
environment. Currently we are moving into our third generation with the appointment of
Rachel Martin to the board. Rachel brings a vast amount of administrative experience to
the company, some 16 years to be precise.
Since its foundation Wipeout Ltd has gone from strength to strength, firmly establishing
itself as a market leader in Floorcare solutions for Marble, Wood, Parquet Floors etc. to the
Irish market. Our Floorcare range was developed over time with our partners Otto Oehme
in Germany. By listening to our customers’ needs we found solutions that are both
certified and accredited to the latest Industry standards. We take a professional
approach by offering a free on site survey and if necessary can give an onsite
demonstration, whether you need a Non–Slip or Anti-Static finish we have the answers.
Presently Wipeout has become successful in securing tenders with the HSE and a number
of other state bodies. We are also a licensed distributor of Bay West Washrooms Systems
- this range offers high quality towel and toilet roll dispensing solutions for high usage
facilities. Bay West products offer financial and economical savings of up to 30% thanks to
their patented dispensing system.

Wipeout Ltd,
Unit 45, Third Avenue,
Cookstown Ind.Est.
Tallaght,
Dublin 24.
D24 DT02
Email: 		
Phone:
Fax: 		

sales@wipeout.ie
+353 1 4516666
+353 1 4517780

www.wipeout.ie

Wipeout’s Mission has always been to protect the environment. We all have a duty but
more importantly the means and knowledge to make conscious choices for
environmental protection. To this end Wipeout favours products manufactured in
compliance with EU laws by certified Manufacturing companies.
Wipeout has always paid attention to our customers needs and together we can look
forward to a bright future. This has led us to the development of Irelands most
sophisticated Integrated e-commerce online ordering system in the cleaning supplies
industry. This is another first where the customer is able to add multiple delivery address’s,
get copy invoices, statements, payment record, order history etc. Besides guaranteeing a
next day delivery service, we also offer a complete nationwide service and are continually
adding to our approved nationwide distributor network.

Tony Field
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Product Certifications,
Lists and Standards Overview

VAH List of disinfectants

EU Ecolabel for multipurpose and sanitary cleaners

The VAH List of Disinfectants (Association for Applied
Hygiene) is an approved reference for effective product for
prophylactic disinfection. That quality assurance is relevant
not only for the medical sector but also for public institutions
and, in case of illness, even for private household. It is proven
that the bigger part of infections have their source in private
households. For the first time the VAH-list contains information
on the effectiveness against viruses.

EU Ecolabel is a label acknowledged by all member states of the EU
as well as by Norway, Liechtenstein and Iceland. The voluntary symbol
which was introduced in 1992 (Council Regulation (EEC) No 880/92) has
gradually become a reference for consumers who want to contribute to
pollution reduction by buying more environmentally friendly products
and services. The EU Ecolabel helps consumers to identify products that
have a reduced environmental impact throughout their life cycle and
therefore commit to environmental sustainability.

DVG List of disinfectants

PLASTIC SECOND LIFE “PSV”

Th e “D e ut sc he Ve te r i n ä r m e d i z i n i s ch e G e s e l l s ch af t ”
(German Veterinary Medical Society – DVG e.V.) is the scientific
society of veterinary medicine. The committee “disinfection in
veterinary medicine” of the DVG releases lists of disinfectants
which have been tested according to the guidelines of the DVG
and have been found to be effective. Found in 1951, the DVG
is the oldest organization of veterinary medicine in Germany.
Veterinarians from universities, industry, public authorities,
ministries, research groups under the auspices of the DVG.

List of tested cleaning agents for ceramic coverings in
indoor swimming pools (LIST RK) and List of tested
cleaning agents for tank bodies and building elements
made of stainless steel in swimming pools (LIST RE)
The publications of the “Deutsche Gesellschaft für das
Badewesen e. V.” (DGfdB) have an excellent reputation
among experts and, from a technical point of view, can
be put on pair with the DIN standards. That is why they are
an indispensable prerequisite for the safe construction and
operation of public bath. Lists of tested cleaning agents,
suitable for public baths, are published in regular intervals.

DIN EN 1040
Quantitative suspension test for the evaluation of basic
bacterial activity of chemical disinfectants and antiseptics.

DIN 18032

The brand “Plastic Second Life” is a system of environmental product certification dedicated to materials and articles made from the use of waste
plastics. It is the first Italian and European brand dedicated to recycled
plastic, introduces the concept of “quality” in plastics recycling and the
concept of “traceability” of recycled materials. This mark comes from the
need to make more visible and more easily identifiable goods in recycled
plastics that are intended for public administrations, as well as the GDO
(Italian: Large Retail Organization). The activities to obtain the mark PSV
are carried out by IPPR (the Italian Institute for the Promotion of Recycled
Plastics), a leader in Italy in the certification of product for the plastics
industry.

CE MARK

89/686/EEC THE PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE)
DIRECTIVE was adopted in 1989 by European Communities
Regulations for all Personal protective Equipment. From June 1995 all
PPE placed on marked in EU Member States must comply with directive
and carry the CE Marking. Personal Protective Equipment covered by this
directive is divided into 3 categories: Category I – “simple”, Category II –
“intermediate”, Category III – “complex”. Category 0 is sometimes used as
a reference to P.P.E. not covered by this Directive.
93/42/EEC MEDICAL DEVICE DIRECTIVE is intended to harmonise the
laws relating to medical devices within the European Union. The MD
Directive is a ‘New Approach’ Directive and consequently in order for a
manufacturer to legally place a medical device on the European market
the requirements of the MD Directive have to be met. Products conforming with the MD Directive must have a CE mark applied. The Directive
was most recently reviewed and amended by the 2007/47/EC.

DIN 18032 is a standard used in the constructions of sports
halls whether for school sports, competitive sports, clubs
sports, mass sports, amateur sports and sport for people with
special needs. The standard also formulates requirements for
cleaning, maintenance and slip resistance.

www.wipeout.ie
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Universal Standards /
Codes Pictograms

Manual cleaning		Carpet Shampoo		Tiled Floor			Sanitary Cleaning		Kitchen

Mopping			Use Neat			Sports Floor		Sanitizer			Food Safety

Damp Mopping		Polishing			Scuff Resistant		Shower			Dishwashing
		

Self-Gloss			Spray Buffering		Anti-Slip			Swimming Pool		Dishwasher

Vacuum Cleaning		Window Cleaning		Anti-Static			Washing Hands		Stainless Steel

Extraction			Surface Wiping		Stain Remover		Liquid/Foam Dispenser		Descaling

Buffable			Spraying			Dilute			Laundry			Un-block

Machine Cleaning		Hand Washing		High Pressure Cleaning		Recyclable			Office

Washing Temperature		

Automotive
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Colour Codes

Below is a guide as to the definition of what colour of cloth or mop to be used and where thus avoiding the transmission of
dirt and bacteria from one cleaned surface to the other, greatly reducing the risk of cross-contamination.

VERY HIGH RISK

HIGH RISK

MEDIUM RISK

LOW RISK

For cleaning of
bidets, WC.

For cleaning of sinks,
tiles, mirrors… in the
bathroom.

For cleaning in
kitchen, canteens and
bars.

For cleaning of all
surfaces, such as tables,
desks, wardrobes, glasses
and other surfaces.

Below is the appropriate Guide to European Colour Coded Waste Segregation. The containers are color-coded for the appropriate
selection.
The following categories are common:
PAPER
WASTE

METAL
WASTE

www.wipeout.ie

GLASS
WASTE

PLASTIC
WASTE
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ORGANIC
WASTE

NON-RECYCLABLE
WASTE

Floor Care
Chemicals
Wipeout has always enjoyed a good working relationship with
its chemical suppliers to that end over the last 20 years we have
continually updated and improved our cleaning chemicals. This
is an area that in recent years is becoming extremely regulated
and quite rightly so.
When Chemical products are developed and used correctly they
will be both economical and safe to use. Wipeout has recently
developed an excellent range of Floor care products offering
solutions for Marble, Parquet Laminate flooring etc. Wipeout
understand the work involved in stripping and polishing floor
surfaces and for that reason we are the first in Ireland to bring
the customer a unique 12 month guarantee with our latest Floor
Polish.
The majority of our Floor Polish’s are not only Anti-Slip and
Anti-Static. In many cases they are certified and accredited for
use on the Surface and Industry to be where they are to be applied.

Ordered Today - Delivered Tomorrow
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Floor Care Cleaning Agents
Surface Matrix
			
Laminate
Cork
					
						
				
seal. untr.

Parquet
Wood
seal. untr.

Artificial
Linoleum
Rubber
& natural 				
stone
acid

PVC

Porcelain
stoneware

Flagging

4
4

4
4

4
4

4 4
4 4

4
4
4

4
4

4
4

alkal.

coat.

untr.

coat.

untr.

coat. untr.

4
4

4
4

4
4

4
4

4
4

4
4

4
4

4
4

MULTIPURPOSE
Rainiger 247 		
Rainiger 228 EU

4
4

4
4

4
4

4
4

4
4

4

4

4
4

4
4

4
4

STRIPPERS
Lino Stripper 250
Unistrip 239 Stripper
Forte Plus 449 		
Waterless Stripper 262
Wax Remover 501

4
4

4

4
4

4
4

4
4

4
4

4
4

4
4

4
4 4
4
4
4 4
4 				

MAINTAINERS
Alkoclean Exotica 143
Purito 219
Autodur 214
Combidur 210
Sere 406
WiWa 407

4

4
4

4
4*
4

4
4*
4

4
4
4
4

4

4
4

4

4

4

4
4
4

4

4

4

4

4

4
4
4

4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4
4

4
4
4
4
4

4

WOOD
Hartwachs 523
Bodin 425
Creme Lorito 462

4
4

4

4

4
4

4

4
4

4

POLISH
Creme Lorito 462
Automatic 452
Sealer 456 N
Strapa 457
Polytherm 097
Lapicur 465

4
4
4
4
4

4
4

4
4

Legend: seal.= sealed, untr.= untreated, coat.= coated, acid= acid-sense,
* We would advise against using a wipe care on high-gloss surfaces

4
4
4
4

4
4

4
4

4

4
4

4
4

alkal.= alkali-sense.

GENERAL INFORMATION
Information on floor care product overviews and surface matrix.
The product overviews serve for orientation only. Please always pay close attention to the detailed cleaning and care instructions of the
flooring manufacturer. Due to the variety of applications possibilities and processing conditions these instruction are non-binding and do
not establish a contractual legal relationship and do not justify any subsidiary obligations resulting from the purchase contract. We do not
release consumers from examining our products for suitability for their intended use on their responsibility.
Important note: When cleaning cork and parquet floors the use of water should be minimalized. We therefore recommend only using
cleaning cloths which are as dry as possible. Please pay attention to the care instructions of the producer, otherwise exclusion of liability
might happen.
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Multipurpose

Reiniger 228 Ecolabel

Reiniger 247
It is a cleaner without ammonium chloride.
Suitable for powerful and hygienic cleaning
of all types of washable and alkali-resistant
materials such as glass, ceramics, PVC,
rubber, etc. – easily removes heavily soiled
as well as oil and grease.

Code:

Eco friendly mild alkaline, low-foaming
all-purpose cleaner without ammonium
c h l o r i d e. Su i ta bl e fo r power ful and
hygienic cleaning of all types of washable
and alkali-resistant materials such as glass,
ceramics, PVC, rubber, etc. – easy heavily
soiled soiling as well as oil and grease.

W247 5ltr

Dosage: 100-200ml/10ltr
pH Value: 10

Code:

W2281 1ltr
W228 5ltr

Dosage: 20-40ml / 10ltr
pH Value: 9

SUPER G7
(MULTIPURPOSE CLEANER)
Eco Friendly Super G7 Multi-Purpose Cleaner
is phosphate free, bio-degradable and super
concentrated cleaner with a light clean fresh
fragrance. This product is safe to use on
tables, chairs, beds/trolleys, fixtures and
fittings, telephones, doors, walls, toilets,
sinks, bins, all hard surfaces and machinery.

Code: G7 – Multipurpose cleaner
SGSR – G Spray Bottle Red
GDB – Super G Dispenser (Bottle)
Dosage: To be used through Super G
Dispenser only
pH Value: 7
Floor dispenser
Code: GDF

Bottle dispenser
Code: GDB

Sink dispenser
Code: GDS

SAFETY FIRST
ALWAYS read, understand and adhere to label instructions and dilution
rates, before using any chemicals.
NEVER MIX CHEMICALS
Take care when handling and diluting products.
Always test product in small discrete area before full application.
ALWAYS use protective safety wear and sensible footwear.
ALWAYS check machinery for loose parts, cable, plug before using.
ALWAYS replace cap on container and never leave any chemicals
unattended especially where children can reach them.
When a product is to be diluted for spray application.
ENSURE the bottle is correctly labelled.

9
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Maintainers

ALKOCLEAN 143

PURITO 219

Concentrated Neutral universal
cleaner based on alcohol and low
foaming tensides for cleaning
and maintaining all types of hard
surfaces such as tiles, ceramics,
coated floorings, plastic, glass,
natural and artificial stone as well as
varnished and enamelled materials.
Alkoclean will give you a fast dry
streak free finish to your floor whilst
leaving an exotic fresh fragranced.

Highly concentrated, ultra-moistening
detergent developed specifically for
all types of water-repellent surfaces
made of polyurethane, PU-declared
floorings, micro-porous surfaces –
Ceramics, Porcelain and stoneware.
Highly efficiency, good dirt binding
qualities allowing for a streak free finish
make this perfect product for one wipe
cleaning method.

Code:

Code:

W1431 1ltr
W143 5ltr

W2191 1ltr
W219 5ltr

Dosage: 20ml / 10ltr
pH Value: 9

Dosage: 50-200ml / 10ltr
pH Value: 6

COMBIDUR 210 (Anti-static)

AUTODUR 214 (Anit-static)
This new generation of products for
Wipe/Spray maintenance designed
for powerful cleaning and optimum
Gloss Finish film is water-resistant and
does allow build up even when using
daily.

Complies with DIN 18032 for sport
floors, tested by OTTO GRAF Institute
of the University of Stuttgart. New
generation of wipe care for powerful
cleaning and optimal silky gloss.

Is excellent Anti-slip, Antistatic,
Low-foaming characteristics make it
ideal for high traffic areas (Schools,
Shopping Centres, etc).

Modified tensides and maintenance
compounds clean and care. The dried
film is water-resistant and does not
build up even when used daily.
Anti-slip, Antistatic, Polishable.

Code: W214 10ltr

Code: W210 5ltr

Dosage: 50-200ml / 10ltr
pH Value: 9

Dosage: 50-200ml / 10ltr
pH Value: 10

SERE 406 (Anti-static)

WIWA 407

This Deep Cleaning agent with Low
Foaming Tensides is ideal for use
though a Scrubber Drier based on
natural oleic acids and added
fragrances. The Anti-slip, High Gloss
Fi n i s h a l s o l e a ve s a n A n t i - S o i l
Resistant protective layer that is
gentle to your Floor Surface.

Buffable concentrate based on
non-solvent polymers and cleaning
compounds designed for daily use
on all types of floors. WIWA build up
an extremely Hard Wearing, AntiSlip and Dirt Repellent layer with
optimum Self Gloss Finish whilst
preventing hell and scuff marks.

Code: W406 5ltr

Code: W405 5ltr
W40510 10ltr

Dosage: 50-100ml / 10ltr
pH Value: 10

www.wipeout.ie

Dosage: 50-100ml / 10ltr
pH Value: 8
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• SAFETY WEAR & SIGNS.
• 2 MOPS & 2 MOP BUCKETS.
• SWEEPER MOP OR BRUSH.
• SCRUBBING MACHINE &
STRIPPING PAD.
• WET PICK UP (if available).
• EDGING TOOL
• CLOTH
• NEUTRALISER
• MEASURE.

POLISH APPLICATION
ITEMS REQUIRED:
• SAFETY WEAR & SIGNS.
• CLEAN MOP OR POLISH
APPLICATOR
• MOP BUCKET OR TRAY

1

3

2

Maintainers
Put on safety wear.
Place safety signs.
1 Put water in bucket.
2 Dispense correct measure of
polish stripper.
3 Add polish stripper slowly to
water in bucket to avoid
SUPER
G4
splashing.

Ensure adequate ventilation.
Sweep floor.
1 Mop solution onto floor.
2 Leave solution on floor for 5
minutes, allowing it to work.

1 Neutralise and rinse.
Adjust machine handle to safe
2 Rinse well with cold clean
comfortable working height.
water.
1 Scrub floor until all polish is
3 Remove with wet pick-up or
removed.
Use edging tool for edges and
mop. Wipe skirting board with
corners.
damp cloth to remove splashes.
2 Remove slurry with wet pick
Check floor is neutral ph.
ANTISTATIKUM
RTU
up or mop.
Repeat above if 256
necessary.

Eco Friendly Super G4 Floor Cleaner is
phosphate free, bio-degradable and super
concentrated heavy duty floor cleaner. This
product has a light fragrance and is a noncorrosive and safe to use on all industrial
1
floor surfaces.

Super
Professional

1

2

This Ready-To-Use antistatic Floor
Maintainer is designed for
the long term elimination of
30 mins
electrostatic charges to plastic,
textiles, etc

30 mins

1

Code: W2561 1ltr
W256 5ltr

6”

Code: G4 – Floor Cleaner
GDF – Super G Dispenser (Floor)

FLOOR CARE RANGE

Dosage: pure
Dosage: Put
Toonbesafety
used
through
Super
G
pHApply
Value:
- of polish thinly and evenly
wear.
Place mop/applicator into polish.
further coat
DispenserPlace
only
safety signs.
Lightly squeeze surplus from
at right angles to first, i.e. WEST to EAST
FOR:
RUBBER, LINOLEUM, COMPOSITION,
Ensure floor is clean and
dry. VINYL, THERMOPLASTIC,
mop/applicator.
over total floor area.
pH Value:
11.5
Products
1 Pour polish into bucket
ASPHALT,
TERRAZZO, SEALED
WOOD & SEALED CORK FLOOR SURFACES
or
1
Spread polish thinly and evenly in
NORTH to SOUTH direction.
Leave 6” gap at floor edge.
(this will avoid build up)
Leave to dry thoroughly, approximately
30 minutes.
ALWAYS
ALWAYS replace

tray.
Use plastic liner to protect
bucket.

ALWAYS read, understand and
ALWAYS
adhere to label instructions and
use
dilution rates, before using any
chemicals.
protective
MAINTENANCE
NEVER MIX CHEMICALS.
safety wear
Take care when handling and
and
ITEMS REQUIRED:
diluting products.
sensible
• SAFETY WEAR & SIGNS.Always test product in small
footwear.
• SWEEPER MOP ORdiscrete
BRUSH. area before full application.

SAFETY
FIRST

• HIGH SPEED MACHINE.
•POLISH
CLEANING/
BURNISHING
STRIPPING
PAD.
ITEMS REQUIRED:

•• BUCKET
& CLEAN
MOP.
SAFETY WEAR
& SIGNS.
•• SPRAY
BOTTLE.
2 MOPS & 2 MOP BUCKETS.
•• MEASURE.
SWEEPER MOP OR BRUSH.
• SCRUBBING MACHINE &
STRIPPING PAD.

1

check
machinery for
loose parts,2
cable, plug
before
using.

on container and
never leave any
chemicals unattended
especially where
children can
reach them.

3

2

Put on safety wear.
Place safety signs.
Sweep floor.
1 If heavily soiled, mop with
maintainer or neutral
detergent.
Rinse and allow to dry.

is to be diluted for

application,
1 spray
3ensure the
spray bottle is
correctly
labelled.

1

1

2

1
5 mins

3

Leave to dry thoroughly, approximately 30
minutes.
The floor may require more than the normal
2 coats of polish, depending on age, porosity
of floor and the system being worked.
polish back
in container.
capNever put unused
When
a product

2

2

1

Dilute maintainer in spray bottle as per label instructions.
Adjust handle of the high speed burnishing
1 machine to
safe, comfortable working height.
Spray fine mist onto floor.
Burnish with machine and appropriate pad to remove
scuff marks and enhance finish.
Mop sweep floor if machine does not have a vacuum
attachment.

1

OR
Dilute maintainer as per label instructions into mop
bucket (water first).
Mop solution onto floor, rinse and2allow to dry.
Dry burnish with machine and appropriate pad to help
remove scuff marks and enhance finish.
Mop sweep floor if machine does not have a vacuum
attachment.

• WET PICK UP (if available).
1 Neutralise and rinse.
Put on safety wear.
Ensure adequate ventilation.
Adjust machine handle to safe
• EDGING TOOL
2 Rinse well with cold clean
Place safety signs.
Sweep floor.
comfortable working height.
WHEN
FINISHED
•
Wash
and
clean
all
equipment
used
•
Wipe
down
machinery
and
cable
•
Return
all
items
to storeroom
1
Put
water
in
bucket.
Mop
solution
onto
floor.
Scrub
floor
until
all
polish
is
water.
1
1
• CLOTH
2 Dispense
3leaving
correct
measure
of containers
on floor for 5• Ensureremoved.
Remove with wet pick-up or
2 Leave solution
•
Always
ensure
caps
on
chemical
are
secure
storeroom
is
locked
upon
• NEUTRALISER
polish stripper.
minutes, allowing it to work.
Use edging tool for edges and
mop. Wipe skirting board with
3 Add polish stripper slowly to
corners.
damp cloth to remove splashes.
• MEASURE.
water in bucket to avoid
splashing.

2 Remove slurry with wet pick

POLISH APPLICATION

30 mins

ITEMS REQUIRED:
• SAFETY WEAR & SIGNS.
• CLEAN MOP OR POLISH
APPLICATOR
• MOP BUCKET OR TRAY

1

30 mins

1
6”

Put on safety wear.
Place safety signs.
Ensure floor is clean and dry.
1 Pour polish into bucket or
tray.
Use plastic liner to protect
bucket.

Place mop/applicator into polish.
Lightly squeeze surplus from
mop/applicator.
1 Spread polish thinly and evenly in
NORTH to SOUTH direction.
Leave 6” gap at floor edge.
(this will avoid build up)
Leave to dry thoroughly, approximately
30 minutes.

MAINTENANCE
ITEMS REQUIRED:
• SAFETY WEAR & SIGNS.
• SWEEPER MOP OR BRUSH.
• HIGH SPEED MACHINE.
• CLEANING/ BURNISHING
PAD.
• BUCKET & CLEAN MOP.

Check floor is neutral ph.
Repeat above if necessary.

up or mop.

Apply further coat of polish thinly and evenly
at right angles to first, i.e. WEST to EAST
over total floor area.
Leave to dry thoroughly, approximately 30
minutes.
The floor may require more than the normal
2 coats of polish, depending on age, porosity
of floor and the system being worked.
Never put unused polish back in container.

1

2

3
1
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Strippers
LINO STRIPPER 263

UNISTRIP 239

Intensive special deep cleaner
for all types of alkali-sensitive
floorings such as linoleum and
rubber. Quickly and thoroughly
removes films of polymere,
wax, oils and grease residues.
No extensive rinsing necessary,
after wiping with a damp cloth
allow to dry then apply polish.

Intensive floor stripper for all types
water resistant floorings (linoleum
and rubber. Quickly removes films
of polymere, wax and oil and grease
residues.
No
time-consuming
rinsing necessary, wipe with damp
cloth, let dry and coat.

Code: W2631
W236

Code: W2391
W239

1ltr
5ltr

Dosage: 1-3ltr / 10 ltr
pH Value: 10

Dosage: 1-3ltr / 10 ltr
pH Value: 9

STRIPPER FORTE PLUS
449

WATERLESS STRIPPER 262
This mildly alkaline Gel detergent is
suitable for deep cleaning all types
of water-sensitive floors, especially
wood, laminate and parquet. The
Gel avoids the unnecessary wetting
of timber floors without damaging
sensitive joints and edges.

Low-foam and slightly scented
remover of polymer, wax and dirt
residues for all types of alkali and
solvent proof surfaces. Quickly
and effortlessly removes old
layers of dispersion and wax
polishes. Due to its excellent
grease and oil cleaning power
this product is recommended for
use in kitchens and bakeries to
stop built up and encrustations
occurring.

Code: W4491
W449

Super

Code: W262G1 1ltr
W262G 5ltr
Dosage: Pure
pH Value: 8

1ltr
5ltr

Dosage: 0.5 – 1ltr / 10ltr
pH Value: 14

FLOOR CARE RANGE

FOR: VINYL,
WAX REMOVER
501 THERMOPLASTIC, RUBBER, LINOLEUM, COMPOSITION,

Professional Products

SAFETY
FIRST

ASPHALT, TERRAZZO, SEALED WOOD & SEALED CORK FLOOR SURFACES
1ltr
5ltr

Concentrated solvent based detergent for the removal Code: W5011
of oil, wax, polish, heel marks and bitumen from solventW501
resistant surfaces
cork, wood, parquet, etc. This deep
ALWAYS read, understand
and
ALWAYS
adhere to label instructions
andquick drying
cleaning and
product isALWAYS
great for bringingALWAYS replace cap
check
onDosage:
containerPure
and
dilution rates, before
using any
Terracotta
up as new. use
pH Value:
chemicals.
protective
machinery for
never
leave any
NEVER MIX CHEMICALS.
safety wear
loose parts,
chemicals unattended
Take care when handling and
and
cable, plug
especially where
diluting products.
sensible
before
children can
Always test product in small
footwear.
using.
reach them.
discrete area before full application.

ITEMS REQUIRED:
• SAFETY WEAR & SIGNS.
• 2 MOPS & 2 MOP BUCKETS.
• SWEEPER MOP OR BRUSH.
• SCRUBBING MACHINE &
STRIPPING PAD.
• WET PICK UP (if available).
• EDGING TOOL
• CLOTH
• NEUTRALISER
• MEASURE.

5 mins

1

3

Put on safety wear.
Place safety signs.
1 Put water in bucket.
2 Dispense correct measure of
polish stripper.
3 Add polish stripper slowly to
water in bucket to avoid
splashing.

1

2

1

2
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POLISH APPLICATION

When a product
is to be diluted for
spray application,
ensure the
spray bottle is
correctly
labelled.

2

1

POLISH STRIPPING

1ltr
5ltr

2

Ensure adequate ventilation.
Sweep floor.
1 Mop solution onto floor.
2 Leave solution on floor for 5
minutes, allowing it to work.

12

Adjust machine handle to safe
comfortable working height.
1 Scrub floor until all polish is
removed.
Use edging tool for edges and
corners.
2 Remove slurry with wet pick
up or mop.

30 mins

1 Neutralise and rinse.
2 Rinse well with cold clean

water.

3 Remove with wet pick-up or

mop. Wipe skirting board with
damp cloth to remove splashes.
Check floor is neutral ph.
Repeat above if necessary.

30 mins

Polish
AUTOMATIC 452

SEALER N 456

Self Gloss Emulsion based Acrylic
and Polyethylene waxes for all
types of water-resistant flooring,
suitable for use by amateurs and
professionals. When maintained
correctly this product has a
6-12 months life. Not for use
on unsealed Parquet, Cork and
Timber floors. Automatic Floor
Polish offers the benefits of easy
maintenance, wipe clean using
Microfiber Mops or High Speed
Spray Buffing.

Primary Dispersant Sealer
based on Heavy Polymers
for Sealing highly porous
floors, when used correctly
this product offers excellent
Waterproof
Characteristics
especially for Linoleum, Rubber
and Asphalt with lining as it
Polymers offer High filling and
Water resistant qualities.

Code: W4521 1ltr
W452 5ltr
Dosage: Pure
pH Value: 8

Dosage: Pure
pH Value: 8

STRAPA 457

POLYTHERM 097

This High Quality, Hard Wearing,
Non-Slip, Self-Glossing Water
Resistant Polymer dispersion
for coating all types of waterresistant floorings such as
Linoleum, PVC, Polyolefin, etc. as
well as Sealed Parquet, Wooden
and Laminate floorings. Its
excellent Anti-Slip properties
along with the easy removal of
Heel and Scuff marks make it
Ideal for use in High Traffic areas,
due to its Long Life 12 Months
when maintained correctly. This
High Quality Floor Polish can
also be maintained using High
Speed Burnishers whilst not
affecting the products Long Life
Integrity.

This Incredible product really is the
Daddy in the range. It has a
Guaranteed Minimum 12 Month life
when maintained correctly thanks
to the use of our New Polyurethane
Acrylics which give exceptional
wear resistance due to its viciously
elastic film this offers good Heel,
Tyre and Scuff mark resistance. It
is suitable for all Water Resistant
floorings leaving an exceptional
Wetlook, Gloss Finish whilst at the
same time offering excellent AntiSlip Properties. Unlike conventional
Floor Polish Polytherm can also be
maintained using a High Speed
Burnisher whilst not damaging or
affecting the life of the product.

Code: W4571
W457

Code: W4561
W456

Code: W0991
W099

1ltr
5ltr

1ltr
5ltr

1ltr
5ltr

Dosage: Pure
pH Value: 8

Dosage: Pure
pH Value: 8

LAPICUR 465

CRÈME LORITO® 462

This Polish was designed to give
a High Gloss Finish to very Porous
Floors such as Marble, Terracotta,
Natural and Artificial Stone Floors
indoors as well as outdoors. Thanks
to its Deep Filling capabilities it
closes pores easily leaving a Hard
Wearing, Water Resistant, Protective
Seal that creates an Anti-Slip Barrier
that is capable of being Polished
with a High Speed Gas Burnisher.

Crème Lorito® is the original
universal
cleaning
and
maintenance
product
first
manufactured in 1923. Designed
for all types of hard surfaces
Sealed Wood, Water-resistant
floorings, Natural and Artificial
Stone, Marble, Rubber, Plastic, etc.
It cleans, cares and polishs in one
application.

Code: W4651
W465
W900

Code: W4621 0.9ltr
W462 4.5ltr

1ltr
5ltr
10ltr

Dosage: Pure
pH Value: -

Dosage: Pure
pH Value: 8
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Carpet
Stain Remover W245

Spot Remover L246

This single application, easy and gentle to
use water-soluble based Stain Remover is
suitable for use on most Carpets, Fabric and
Textiles that are not Solvent Resistant. This
product is an effective for the removal of
Stains and marks caused by Alcohol, Coke,
Lemonade, Fruit Juice, Coffee, Tea, Milk,
Eggs, Fruits, Urine, etc

This Instant Drying single application
easy to use Solvent based Stain and Spot
remover is suitable for use on most Solvent
resistant Carpets, Fabric and Textiles. This
product is mainly used by professionals for
the removal of more stubborn stains such as
Grease, Oil, Wax, Paint, Tar and other heavy
to remove stains

Code: W245

Code: W246

0.5ltr

0.5ltr

Dosage: Pure
pH Value: 8

Dosage: Pure
pH Value: -

KKF 260 Chewing Gum Remover

TESCHA 255

This easy to use Spray cleaner works by
freezing Chewing Gum or Modelling Glue
to the surface to be cleaned this turns the
Glue or Gum hard making it Brittle and easy
to remove from most surfaces.

Concentrated carpet foam cleaner for deep
and gentle cleaning of textile floorings and
upholsteries with colour freshener and antisoil effect.

Code: W2601
W260

Code: W2551
W255

300ml
case of 12 x300ml

1ltr
5ltr

Dosage: 100-200ml / 10ltr
pH Value: 8

Dosage: Pure
pH Value:

OMNICLEAN 468
Special cleaner for carpet care, with colour
freshener and dirt repellent for Spray
Extraction or Bonnet Mop Cleaning.
With Low-foaming tensides that clean
deep and are not aggressive to Carpet
and Upholstery whilst containing Dirt
Repellents to care and protect against
quick resoiling.

RESPEX 265

Code: W4681
W468

Low Foaming Carpet Shampoo suitable for use through Carpet Extraction
Machines and Manual Cleaning that contains 4 vital ingredients.
• Optical Brightener: Essential for colour enhancement of all Carpets,
Upholstery, Rugs and Textiles brings life to even the most jaded fabric.
• Deodouriser: Ideal for Neutralising of all unpleasant odours ( Urine,
Vomit, Pets etc) and leaving a very pleasant citrus fragrance
• Dirt Repellant: This both protects and extends the life of your Carpet,
Upholstery, Rugs and Textiles by repelling all excess dirt particles.
• Low Foaming tensides that offers Deep Cleaning whilst being
Non-Aggressive to your Carpet, Upholstery, Rugs and Textiles.

Code: W2651
W265
W26510

Dosage: 100-200ml / 10ltr
pH Value: 10

1ltr
5ltr
10ltr

Dosage: 50-100ml / 10ltr
pH Value: 8

www.wipeout.ie

1ltr
5ltr
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Carpet
Defoamer W259
(Entschaumer)

CARPO 262
Carpo is the convenient easy way
to dry clean your carpets and many
types of upholstery fabric. Its special
formula
contains
EnvironmentFriendly particles that can be used
by the Homeowner and Professional
just as easy. Simply Brush Carpo into
the Carpet or Upholstery this will
then absorb dirt and general soiling
after which it is easily removed by
vacuuming.

Code: W262

This anti-foaming product prevents foam
formation during machine cleaning such
as Carpet shampooing and Extraction
cleaning. It prevents foam problems in the
waste water tank of cleaning machines as
well as in spray extractors by Suppressing
and Inhibiting Foam production by the
cleaning chemical

Code: W2591

5kg

1lt

Dosage: 50-100ml / 10ltr
pH Value: 7

Dosage: 50-100gm per sqm
pH Value:

15
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Timber Floor
BODIN 425

HARTWACHS 523

Bodin is an oil based product
designed as a water Repellent
for Wooden Floors, Parquet etc.
Once Bodin has impregnated the
Tinder it will help maintain and
protect wooden flooring. After
treatment the wood colour is
often intensified.

This High Glossy Liquid Wax based
on special polymere waxes and nonaromatic solvents will clean and
protect your Wooden Floor. This is
Wear-resistant, Anti-slip, Deep Pore
Filing and Polishable. Unlike standard
Emulsion Polish’s the wax film can be
removed without visible transition,
it will also remove heel marks and oil
easily.

Dosage: Pure
pH Value: -

Dosage: Pure
pH Value: -

Code: W4251 1ltr
W425 5ltr

Code: W5231 1ltr
W523 5ltr

WATERLESS STRIPPER 262
This mildly alkaline Gel detergent is
suitable for deep cleaning all types
of water-sensitive floors, especially
wood, laminate and parquet. The
Gel avoids the unnecessary wetting
of timber floors without damaging
sensitive joints and edges.

Dosage: Pure
pH Value: 8
Code: W262G1 1ltr
W262G 5ltr

www.wipeout.ie
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Sanitary
Cleaners
The Modern washroom really has to be a green environment.
To that end we offer the first ever Ecolabel accredited system
in Ireland and the UK. The demands in a washroom are
difficult, dispensers need to be extremely durable and be able
to cope with very large volumes of clients.
Our range of dispensers are not only attractive, they offer
practical solutions in high usage areas such as Shopping
Centres, Restaurants, Stadiums etc. More importantly we
will save you our customer not just money through cost but
guarantee no embarrassing moments by running out of
product.
These savings can be up to 30% in most cases, by reducing
maintenance and eliminating waste completely when selecting
the right system.

Ordered Today - Delivered Tomorrow
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Sanitary Cleaners
LORINET 331

SANIFIX ECO tropical 340

This Eco-Friendly Daily Sanitary
cleaner contains Organic acids to
breakdown odours built up from
uric acid in the bathroom. It will also
effectively remove body fats from
Shower screens, Tiles, Grouting and
Floor whilst leaving a pleasant and
intense aroma. Suitable for use on
all acid resistant washroom surfaces.

Daily Sanitary cleaner that is based
on Organic Acid that gives added bite
for the easy removal of Concentrated
Haze, Limescale, Urine Incrustation,
Scale, Grease , Oil as well as Soap and
Body fat residues. This Eco-Friendly
product can be used neat on stubborn
stains around the Toilet Bowl.

Dosage: 50-100ml / 10ltr
pH Value: 1

Dosage: 500ml / 10ltr
pH Value: 2

Code:
Code:

W3315 5ltr
W3311 10ltr

SANICITRO 521 ECOLABEL

SW POWER GEL

This very powerful Concentrated
Acidic
Cleaning
Gel
has
a
phosphorous acidic base and is used
for basic cleaning. Not suitable for
sensitive materials (e.g. marble).
Registered in List of tested cleaning
agents for Ceramic Tiles in Indoor
Swimming Pools (RK, No.216) and
tested by the Chair for Metallurgy of
Iron and Steel (TU Munich). Material
compatibility with chrome-plated
surfaces should by checked before
use!

This Powerful Acidic Cleaner has a
Natural Citric Acid base is based that
leaves a very pleasant fragrance after
cleaning. It is particularly effective at
removing Limescale, Urine
Incrustation, Boiler Scale, Soap
and Grease residues.This product
is not only Eco-Friendly it has been
awarded the coveted Ecolabel
Certification.

Dosage: 20-50ml / 10ltr
pH Value: 2
Code:

W340 1ltr
W3405 5ltr

Dosage: Pure
pH Value: 1

W5211 1ltr

Code: W3571

FRISH! TOILET CLEANER

BRASH! WASHROOM
CLEANER & DISINFECTANT

A delicately balanced perfumed
toilet maintainer which will leave
your toilets fresh and clean. Used
regularly it will maintain toilets in a
clean and hygienic condition.

Specially formulated for rapid and easy
cleaning of all surfaces in the bathroom.
It cuts through grease and grime
effortlessly leaving surfaces clinically
clean, whilst helping to prevent the
build-up of limescale.

Tested to EN1276 Kills 99.99%
Bacteria

Tested to EN 1276 & EN 1650. KILLS:
MRSA, LISTERIA, E.COLI & YEAST

Dosage: Pure
Case: 12x750ml
CODE:

Dosage: Pure
Case: 6 x750ml

CLFR

CODE:

www.wipeout.ie

1ltr
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CLBR

Sanitary Cleaners
MIGHTY MUSCLE! MULTIPURPOSE WITH BLEACH
Highly e
ffective cleaner with the
sanitising power of bleach. Cleans
and sanitises all bleach resistant
surfaces, including bathrooms and
kitchens, removes soap scum and
grease with ease.
Tested to EN 1276 & EN 1650.
KILLS: MRSA, LISTERIA, E.COLI &
YEAST.

TOILET PELLETS
Toilet Pellets are German manufactured Pellets that control bad odours
and limescale in urinals, they have a high impact fragrance with odour
neutralisers. PDCB free due to the unique detergent formulation and can
last up to 4 weeks dependent on urinal turbulence.

Dosage: Pure
Case: 6 x750ml
CODE:

Dosage: Pure
CODE: W345 Ocean
1kg
W345Y Lemon
1kg
W345R Strawberry 1kg

CLMM

An entirely new range of superior
Irish products which offer great
performance at the right price!
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Kitchen
Hygiene &
Disinfection
Good food hygiene is not only the law it is good business
practice. By implementing the correct hygiene systems in Food
areas you will protect your business`s reputation and minimize
legal ramifications. All too often good hygiene practice is
ignored through ignorance. Remember Good hygiene standards
improve operational efficiency and don’t put our customers at
risk of Food poisoning.
By implementing good food hygiene practices we reduce the
risk of cross contamination where bacteria is spread between
food, sur faces or equipment. Wipeout can help you by
recommending the correct cleaning methods. Supplying only
fully certified and accredited cleaning products, often
independently tested to HACCP standard, given our customer
peace of mind.
We believe through onsite training in the use of our controlled
systems (SuperG) it will not only impact in cost savings, but
reduce the risk of operator errors (Dilution, Safety). This system
is colour coded and numerically coded from the pouch, spray
bottle and dispenser. Thus guaranteeing disinfectant
efficiency and avoiding Microbial contamination of all
equipment and cleaning surfaces.

Ordered Today - Delivered Tomorrow
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Disinfection
DIMEX FRESH 3305

DR 3301 (Cleaner/Sanitiser)

This German Manufactured Highly
Concentrated Cleaner Disinfectant is
Ideal for Front of house cleaning.
Thanks to its Superb Highly Efficient
Tensides and Antimicrobial Additives
it gives excellent cleaning and
sanitising results on all types of
water-resistant surfaces. It will Clean
deeply leaving your surfaces Streak
Free and pleasant smelling. Dimex
Microbicidal properties have been
tested according and accredited to
DIN/EN 1040.

This powerful Concentrated Degreaser
Disinfectant Cleaner that is certified
and accredited is suitable for cleaning
all types of hard surfaces in Kitchens,
Food Production, Veterinary and any
area where Hygiene standards are of
the utmost importance. It is effectively
proven to work against Bactericidal,
Fungicidal
and
Virus-Inactivating
(amongst others Noro-Virus) whilst free
of Aldehydes. Tested and Accredited
according to the directives of DGHM,
DVV, EN and registered in the VAH
disinfectant list, for use amongst
Veterinarians.

Dosage: 40ml / 10ltr
pH Value: 7
Code: W30511
W3055
W305

Dosage: 100-200ml / 10ltr
pH Value: 12

1ltr
5ltr
10ltr

CODE: W33015

5ltr

SUPER G2 SANITIZER
TERMINATOR!
ANTI BACTERIAL CLEANER

This Irish Manufactured EcoFriendly Super G2 Sanitizer is
phosphate free, bio-degradable
and super concentrate. This
product is safe to use on all
water resistant surfaces in food
preparation areas, canteens and
hospitals. It is an extremely efficient
and cost effective way to Sanitize
all areas where Hygiene Standards
are critical.

Food Safe Antibacterial Cleaner &
Sanitizer is a highly effective cleaner
with a powerful bactericide. Cleans and
sanitises all hard surfaces, including
stainless steel surfaces, microwaves,
fridges, freezers and canopies, leaving
a pleasant fragrance. Suitable for use in
food preparation areas.

Dosage: use the G Spray
Bottle and Dispenser for the
right dosage
pH Value: 7
Code:
SGSB
GDB

Case: 6 x750ml

CODE: CLTE

G2 Sanitizer
G Spray Bottle Blue
Super G Dispenser
(Bottle)

LIGA ANTISEPTIC HAND
CLEANER

MILTON DISENFECTANT
FLUID

Liga Extra Hand Paste 261 is a
German Manufactured heavy duty
hand cleaner used in Garages,
Engineering workshops etc. that
removes quickly and gently even
the most persistent and heavy
soiling to skin and hands in the
most challenging environments.

Milton Sterilising Fluid is a unperfumed,
food safe disinfecting liquid. Is suitable
for use on work surfaces, floors, walls
and utensils. The solution kills 99.999%
of bacteria, and does not require rinsing
after use.

Code: W261S1
W261L

Milton can also be used for the hygienic
cleaning of fruit and vegetables
using the correct dosage. Conforms
to European Standards EN1276 and
EN13697.

500ml
8kg

CODE: MIL
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Kitchen Hygiene
RESTROCLEAN 242

SPULFLOTT 200

German Manufactured Highly
Concentrated
Heavy
duty
degreaser that easily removes
Grease, Oil as well as Burnt on
Kitchen Grime. Can be used on
all Water and Alkaline resistant
surfaces (Stainless Steel, Glass,
Tiles, Stone, Plastic etc

This Super Concentrated High Foaming
detergent is designed for use in
Professional Kitchens for the Cleaning of
Dishes, Glasses, Pots, Pans and Cutlery. It
removes Grease quickly and effortlessly
whilst suspending the grease in the water
allowing a thorough rinse of your dishes
while being gentle to hands. It comes with
a pleasant lemon fragrance.

Dosage: 20-100ml / 10ltr to
pure
pH Value: 12
Code: W2425
W242

Dosage: 10-50ml / 10ltr
pH Value: 6

5ltr
10ltr

Code: FAIR

ANTIKALK 344 (Food Safe
Descaler & Limescale
remover)

5ltr

GRILLREIN 204
Highly Alkaline Professional Grill and
Oven cleaner for use in Industrial
Kitchens. Thanks to Grillreins in built
inhibitors it offers excellent material
protection. It is ideal for the easy removal
of Baked on Roasting Incrustations,
Grease and Oil residues in Ovens, Deep
Frying Pans, Grills, Fryers etc. with little
effort.

Liquid Limescale remover for
use in Commercial Dishwashers,
Washing Machines, Boilers, Coffee
Machines and similar appliances.
This highly effective easy is to
use Food Safe Descaler quickly
removes even high resistant
lime residues and boiler scale,
including rust. It is also gentle
to material due to integrated
corrosion inhibitors.

Dosage: 50-200ml / 10ltr to pure
pH Value: 13
Code: W204

10ltr

Dosage: 50ml / 10l to pure
pH Value: 2
Code: W3441
W3445

1ltr
5ltr

CLEANPOLISH 333

CLARAMAT DISWASHER
SALT

Cleanpolish is an Incredible
Stainless Steel Cleaner that will
maintain and optimize the life of
your Stainless Steel. Its Complex
blend of active ingredients
will remove Dirt and Grime
quickly and thoroughly, whilst
maintaining components create
a Gloss Finish and a Non- Stick
Protective Coating. The product
is extremely Economical in use
and Cleans scratch-free without
the need for scouring powders.

Designed for use in all Dishwashers
where Limescale build up or Hard water is a problem it guarantees no residues on Delph and Cutlery.

Dosage: acc. to manufacturer inf.
Code: DISA

Dosage: Pure
Code: W3331
W333

www.wipeout.ie

500ml
6X500ml
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2kg

Kitchen Hygiene
SUPER G1 DEGREASER

SUPER OVEN, HOB AND GRILL
CLEANER

This Irish Made Eco Friendly Super
G1 Degreaser is phosphate free, biodegradable and super concentrated
heavy duty degreaser. This product is
non perfumed, non-corrosive and safe
to use on all surfaces in food
preparation areas.

This Ready to use Oven, Hob and Grill cleaner
is a powerful alkaline, fume free cleaner
for the effective removal of grease, oil and
burnt on carbon deposits without the need
for scrubbing or scraping. Oven, Hob & Grill
cleaner has a pleasant citrus fragrance.

Dosage: use the G Spray Bottle
and Dispenser for the right
dosage
pH Value: 11.5

CODE: 277-0020 Case: 6x750ml

Code: G1 Degreaser
SGSG
G Spray Bottle Green
GDB
Super G Dispenser
(Bottle)

QUASH LIPSTICK REMOVER
KIT

DESTAIN POWDER

The Quash Lipstick Remover Kit
contains everything you’ll need to get
your glasses sparkling clean for perfect
service. Simply use the supplied
applicator with the Quash Concentrate
to clean the rims of your glasses before
washing them in your dishwasher.

This effective product removes tannin and
coffee deposits from plastic ware, vending
machines and crockery. Based on an
environmentally friendly oxygen releasing
agent. Non-tainting formula. Kills odour
producing bacteria making it suitable for
use as a deodoriser. Biodegradable and
phosphate free.

Code: QUASH

Code: DEST

0.5ltr

10kg

RENOVATE GLASSWARE
Renovate is a powdered detergent sanitizer formulated for de-filming, destaining and restoring drinking glasses back to their original glory. Recognised
by leading brewers as a valuable product in quality control of glassware.
Renovate will also keep commercial Dishwashers and Glasswashers well
Cleaned and sanitised.

Code: REN2

10kg

SPRAY BOTTLE COMPLETE 750ml
Spray bottle complete. An easy grip opaque bottle
that allows product level to be seen and is calibrated
for measuring out the correct cleaning solution.
Colour coded.

CODE:
● 922C
● W248		
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● 922CR
● W3051
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Glass & Window Cleaning
GLAKUR 460
This ready to use Alcohol based Glass
and Stainless Steel cleaner removes dirt
effortlessly. Glakur guarantees an AntiStatic, Streak Free Gloss finish even for
the inexperienced cleaner, on your glass,
mirrors and tiles every time.
Dosage: pure
pH Value: 7

Code:

WINDOWLEX! GLASS AND STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER
WINDOWLEX! Glass and Stainless Steel
Cleaner is produced from a formulation which
gives an exceptional sparkling, streak-free
finish every time. It will effectively remove a
wide range of grime including atmospheric
grime, nicotine, finger marks, dust and dead
insects.
CASE: 6x750ml

W4601 0.5ltr
W800 10ltr

Code: CLWI

SUPER G9 GLASS CLEANER
Super G9 is an Irish Manufactured concentrated Glass Cleaner. This product is Eco-friendly, contains no
Phosphates, it is safe to use on all glass surfaces and stainless steel including lifts, taps, doors panels,
glass, windows and mirrors.
Dosage: use the G Spray Bottle and Dispenser for the right dosage

Code:
SGSY
GDB

G9 Glass Cleaner
G Spray Bottle Yellow
Super G Dispenser (Bottle)

House Keeping
SCOURING CREAM CITRO-FRESCH
310

SUPER WAX FREE POLISH
Super Wax Free Polish is formulated to give
a fast clean and shine in one operation. Its
unique formula removes dust and finger
marks with ease, whilst leaving a shiny
Non-Stick finish. It can be used on Paintwork, Enamel, Laminates, Plastic and Sealed
Wooden surfaces.

This gentle Non-Abrasive scouring cream will
effectively clean all surfaces that have been
soiled with Oil, Grease, Baked on or other
adherent dirt, that is difficult to remove. This
exceptionally Gentle Scouring Cream will not
damage Stainless Steel or Ceramic Hobs, yet
will leave a lovely High Gloss finish after cleaning.
Dosage: pure

Code: W310
W310C

CASE: 6x750ml

Code: 227-03

pH Value:

500ml
12X500ml

SUPER ALL PURPOSE ORANGE
CLEANER

LIGA ANTISEPTIC HAND CLEANER
Liga Extra Hand Paste 261 is a German
Manufactured heavy duty hand cleaner used
in Garages, Engineering workshops etc. That
removes quickly and gently even the most
persistent and heavy soiling to skin and hands
in the most challenging environments.
Dosage: pure

This quick acting ready to use Orange
Fragranced Universal Cleaner. Will rapidly
and effective clean stubborn Dirt, Grease
and Grime it is exceptionally good at
removing tobacco stains from paintwork
and vinyl.

pH Value: neutral

Case: 6x750ml

Code: W261S1 500ml
W261L 8kg

www.wipeout.ie

Code: 227-04
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Mops
Whether you want an old fashioned Granny
mop or the very latest Flat mop we are pretty
sure we have the answer. Technology has
moved a long way from the old cotton mops
of yesteryear, now there are many different
materials used in manufacturing Microfiber,
Polyester, Synthetic to name a few. Many
of these materials now are used together to
solve problems in specific Industries.
Modern Flat Mops now are not only machine
washable in a boil wash 95ºC they come
with a guarantee as to the number of wash’s
that can be done - 500 Plus is not unusual.

Ordered Today - Delivered Tomorrow
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Cleaning Equipment
FLAT MOPS
YARNS
ACRYLIC
A
highly
electrostatic
charged fiber that collects
and attracts dust particles,
thus
increasing
the
performance of the mop
head.

COTTON
100% cotton, mixed cotton or
first rate (regenerated) cotton.
Natural highly absorbing fiber
that keeps dirt, releasing it only
when the mop head is washed.

MICROFIBER
It deeply penetrates the grooves
and pores of floor, absorbing the
removed dirt and retaining it till
mop washing. Perfect for: inside
floors (especially the porous ones)
with a medium-high degree of
dirt.

POLYESTER – COTTON
The combination of cotton,
a natural fiber with a
high absorbing level, and
polyester, a synthetic fiber
very strong and resistant to
washing, allows the mop
head to run easier and faster
on the floor.
Perfect for: inside floors with
a medium degree of dirt.

MICROFIBER – COTTON –
POLYESTER
The combination of these three
types of yarn gives excellent
cleaning results: a better
cleaning, a high absorbing
degree and a faster and easier
running of the mop head on
the floor.
Perfect for: inside floors with a
medium degree of dirt.

MICRO – ACTIVA
Microfiber penetrates deep into
the grooves and pores floors,
absorbing the removed dirt and
retaining it till mop washing.
Perfect for: inside floors
(especially the porous ones) with
a medium-low degree of dirt.

YARN MANUFACTURED PROCESS
LOOPED YARN INSIDE AND
CUT YARN INSIDE

CUT YARN
Avoids getting trapped
into possible obstacles in
the cleaning area.

LOOPED YARN
Avoids fringing and lint.

MOP HEADS BACKING

SPEEDY 			

POCKET 			

BUTTONS 		

STRINGS 			

VELCRO

MOPS
YARNS
DREAM MOP
Microfiber mop. It penetrates
the micro pores of the
floor deeply cleaning it
and removing grease. High
absorbing capacity. Fitting all
kinds of floor.

COTTON
100% cotton, mixed cotton
or first rate (regenerated)
cotton.
Natural
highly
absorbing fibre that keeps
dirt, releasing it only when
the mop head is washed.

SYNTHETIC MOP
It keeps dirt and, at the same
time, it looks clean. Very resistant
to strong chemical products, like
bleach. Advised for food and
chemical industry.

YARN MANUFACTURED PROCESS
LOOPED YARN
Avoids fringing and
guarantees a longer life
of the mop.

TWISTED YARN
Avoids fringing and
guarantees a longer life
of the mop.

MOP HEADS BACKING

KENTUCKY
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SOCKET
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BAND
It guarantees a uniform
distribution of the mop strings
on the floor and avoids getting
trapped into possible obstacles in
the cleaning area.

Cleaning Equipment
DRY DUST, DAMP MOP, POLISHING, RETAIN DIRT
DUSTING SYSTEMS
ACRYLIC HAND DUSTER
Blue acrylic hand duster, in polybag its special
U-shaped plastic support
makes it easy to dust
surfaces and the spaces
between radiators and
blinds.

SPILLO HOLDER
Spillo Duster Holder 40cm
for all 40cm Spillo sleeves.
It is suitable for cleaning
any kind of surface, especially for hard to reach
spaces, such as behind the
radiators, on top of wardrobes etc. It can be used
with telescopic poles to
reach the highest surfaces
such as lamps.

CODE: 2012

SNAKE DUSTER HOLDER
Snake Duster Holder 50cm is
a flexible holder for use with
removable sleeve. Is ideal for
those awkward to reach areas where dust is a problem.
CODE: 70.TC50.04H

CODE: 1400A
SPILLO 40cm SLEEVE
ACRYLIC BLUE
Blue acrylic sleeve for
Spillo hand duster 40cm
holder. Ideal for dust
mopping of any surface.
Machine washable.

SPILLO 40cm SLEEVE
MICROFIBRE WHITE
White, short yarn microfibre
sleeve for Spillo hand duster.
Machine washable

SPILLO 40cm SLEEVE
MICROFIBRE BLUE
Blue, short yarn microfibre
sleeve for Spillo hand duster.
Machine washable.

CODE: 1085

CODE: 1085A

CODE: 1084A
SPILLO 40cm SLEEVE
DUO- MICROFIBRE
WHITE
Blue acrylic sleeve for
Spillo hand duster 40cm
holder. Ideal for dust
mopping of any surface.
Machine washable.

SNAKE 50cm SLEEVE
MICROFIBRE
Microfibre sleeve for 50cm
Snake duster holder. Machine washable.
CODE: 70.TC50.04

CODE: 1086
V-SWEEPER COMPLETE
V-Sweeper
Complete
comes with handle,
holder and a set of
blue acrylic button
mops. Ideal for use in
Shopping centres or any
large area where you
need to clear light to
medium debris fast.

V-SWEEPER HEAD
Pair of acrylic 100cm
V-sweeper Mop Heads
with buttons.

V-SWEEPER HOLDER
Metal holder 100cm for
V-sweeper

REINFORCEMENT HANDLE
Chromed V-sweeper handle
with plastic reinforced central joint

CODE: ZC5201

CODE: 5201/1

CODE: 5203

DUST MOP COMPLETE
The Dust Mop Complete for dry dusting. It
attracts and holds large quantities of dust
and contaminated particles making it a
more Green Friendly way of floor cleaning
large areas. Comes complete with: acrylic
mop head, holder and steel handle.
CODE:
40cm ZC5144
60cm ZC5164
80cm ZC5184

V-SWEEPER HANDLE
Chromed V-Sweeper handle
for 100cm V-sweeper holder.
CODE: 5202

CODE: 5104

DUST MOP HOLDERS
Foldable Dust Mop Holder for use in conjunction
with Acrylic Dust Mop Heads. It is made up of a
plastic plate and joint. The universal ring enables
to use any handle with a diameter from 20 to
24mm.
CODE:
40cm

60 cm
80 cm

5341A
5341R
Y5341Y
5341G

DUST MOP HEAD WITH BUTTONS OR STRINGS
Blue Acrylic Dust Mop Head made of soft wool-like
synthetic fibers are most suitable for dry dusting. It
attracts and holds large quantities of dust.
CODE:
40cm
60 cm
80 cm

Buttons
5144
5164
5184

Strings
5144s
5164s
5184s

5361A
5381A
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Cleaning Equipment

FLAT MOPS

POCKET MOPS
DISINFECTION MOP HEAD LOOPED

PULI-SCRUB MICROFIBRE MOP HEAD

COTTON MOP HEAD LOOPED/CUT YARN Eco
(Unbleached)

40cm Cotton – polyester pocket mop head
with looped yarn and polyester backing.
Machine Washable.

40cm Microfibre mop head with abrasive strips
helps easily remove stubborn dirt. Machine
Washable.

40cm Cotton pocket mop (economy). Looped
yarn inside and cut yarn outside. Light weight.
Machine Washable.

CODE: 0000PN04011

CODE: FMPC40CT

DRY MICROFIBRE MOP HEAD ECU

MICRO-ACTIVA MOP HEAD

MICROFIBRE BLUE MOP HEAD MCP

40cm ECU Microfibre pocket mop for dry usage, especially developed to support green
cleaning. Removes dirt and dust immediately. Machine Washable.

40cm Microfibre blue pocket mop. Ideal for all
indoor smooth floors. Machine washable.

40cm Blue Microfibre mop head. Mainly used for
damp moping and disinfecting of medium soiled
floors. Machine washable.

CODE: PN04010

CODE: FMPMCP

l FD2401G
l FD2401Y
l FD2401D

CODES:
l FD2401B
l FD2401R

CODE: ECUP
MICROFIBRE-COTTON MOP HEAD
(Abrasive)

VELLOUR MICROFIBRE MOP HEAD

MICROFIBRE WHITE MOP HEAD

40cm dual power mop – Microfibre and
Cotton yarn with an Abrasive strip will
efficiently remove stains and grease along
with other sticky substances. Colour coded.
Machine washable.

40cm Velour Microfibre pocket mop with blue
stripes mainly used for wet mopping on medium/
low dirty floors. Can also be used for dusting and
floor polishing. Machine washable.

40cm White Microfibre pocket mop suitable for all
surfaces, particularly absorbent. Machine washable.

CODE: PN04013

CODE: FMPP
MICROFIBRE-COTTON-POLYESTER MOP
HEAD

MICROFIBRE CHENILLE MONI MOP HEAD

40 cm Microfibre-Cotton-Polyester mop
head with polyester backing and loped
yarn. Machine washable.

40cm Microfibre Looped mop head highly absorbent. Suitable for wiping, dusting, moping and polishing. Machine washable.

CODE: 0000312D

CODE: W467061

TO PROLONG THE LIFE OF YOUR MOP HEADER:
• The temperature on label is for washing with water only;
• Do not use alkaline detergents with a pH of above 11;
• Never use fabric softener;
• Never use chlorine or bleach;
• Always pre-wash in cold water to remove any chemical residues.
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CODE: ZCM90

Cleaning Equipment
FLAT MOPS
SPEEDY MOP HEADS
VELOUR MICROFIBER MOP HEAD

POLYESTER-COTTON MOP HEAD

MICROFIBRE-COTTON-POLYESTER MOP HEAD

40cm Velour white microfibre mop head with
blue stripes and 2-hole flaps. Machine washable.

40cm Polyester-cotton mop head with polyester
backing, looped yarn and 2-hole flaps. Machine
washable.

40cm Microfibre-cotton-polyester mop head with
polyester backing, looped yarn and 2-hole flaps.
Machine washable.

CODE: PN07013

CODE: Z8511

CODE: 0000FS0122D

COTTON MOP HEAD

MICROFIBRE-COTTON-POLYESTER MOP HEAD

MICRO-ACTIVA MOP HEAD

40cm Cotton mop head with polyester
backing, looped yarn and 2-hole flaps.
Machine washable.

40cm Microfibre-cotton-polyester mop head with
polyester backing, looped yarn and 2-hole flaps.
Machine washable.

40 cm speedy MICRO-ACTIVA microfibre mop
head with polyester backing, 2-hole flaps and
colour coded tags. Machine washable.

CODE: Z8414

CODE: 0000122D

CODE: PN07012

MICROFIBER BLUE MOP HEAD MCP

MICROFIBRE STRIPED MOP HEAD

40cm Blue microfibre mop head for damp
moping and disinfecting of medium soiled
floors. Colour coded tags. Machine washable.

40cm Dual power mop head - microfibre and cotton
yarn. Efficiently remove stains, grease and other
sticky substances. Colour coded tags.

CODE: FMSMCP

CODE: FMSMSCT

VELCRO MOP HEADS
RAPIDO WHITE MICROFIBRE

STRIPED MICROFIBRE-COTTON MOP

MICROFIBRE BLUE MOP HEAD MCP

40cm White microfiber mop head with colour
coded velcro backings. Ideal for the porous
floor. Fitting all velcro mop holders.
Machine washable.

40cm Microfiber – cotton – polyester mop head with
blue velcro backing. Fitting all velcro mop holders.
Machine washable.

40cm Microfiber mop head with velcro backings. Mainly used for damp mopping and disinfection of medium soiled floors. Machine
washable.

CODES:
l 0000244DA
l 0000244DAR

l 0000244DAY
l 0000244DAG

MICRO-ACTIVA MICROFIBRE MOP

40cm & 60cm Micro-activa microfibre mop
head with velcro backing. Colour coded tags.
Fitting all velcro mop holders. Machine washable.
CODE:
40 CM: 0000PN03012
60 CM: 0000PN03022

CODE: 0000264A
CODE: FMVMCP
ECU DRY MICROFIBRE MOP HEAD

MICROFIBRE - STRIPED MOP HEAD

40cm ECU Microfiber Dry Mops are best quality mops
for dry usage. Especially developed to support Green
Cleaning. Fitting all velcro mop holders. Machine
washable.

40cm Microfiber Flat Mops (Grey White) are multipurpose cleaning tools made of mixed material for
cleaning of carpets and smooth surfaces. Fitting all
velcro mop holders. Machine washable.

CODE: ECUV

CODE: FMVSM40C
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Cleaning Equipment
MOP HOLDERS
POCKET MOP HOLDERS
FOLDABLE PLASTIC HOLDER

40cm Foldable plastic holder for use with
disinfection pocket mop heads. The universal
screw allows the use of any type of handle
with a diameter of 20 to 24 mm. Complete
option comes with Aluminium handle and
Micro-Activa mop head.
CODE: Holder: 8132
Holder & Handle:
l 8132AH
l 8132AHY
Complete:
l 8132AHM
l 8132AHMY

l 8132AHR
l 8132AHG
l 8132AHMR
l 8132AHMG

STAND-UP MAGNETIC PLASTIC HOLDER

This 40cm Heavy Duty Magnetic pocket mop
holder is offers the perfect solution if storage
space is an issue. Complete option comes
with Colour Coded Aluminium handle and
Micro-Activa mop.
CODE: Holder: W444040
Holder & Handle:
l W44040AHB l W44040AHR
l W44040AHY l W44040AHG
Complete:
l W44040AHMB l W4404AHMR
l W44040AHMY l W44040AHMG

ECONOMY PLASTIC HOLDER

MAGNETIC PLASTIC HOLDER

40cm Foldable universal plastic holder can be used
for all 40cm pocket mop heads. The universal screw
allows the use any handle with a diameter of 20 to 24
mm. Holder & Handle option comes with Aluminium
Colour Coded handle.

This Heavy duty 40cm Foldable Magnetic plastic
holder can be used for all 40cm pocket mop heads.
The universal screw allows the use of any handle
with a diameter of 20 to 24 mm. Holder & Handle
option comes with Aluminium Colour Coded handle.

CODE: Holder: FMHP
Holder & Handle:
l FMHPAHB l FMHPAHR
l FMHPAHY l FMHPAHG

CODE: Holder: FMHM
Holder & Handle:
l FMHMAHB l FMHMAHR
l FMHMAHY l FMHMAHG

UNIKO LOCKABLE PLASTIC HOLDER

40cm foldable mop holder for disinfection with
fixing clip and locking system. The universal screw
allows the use of any handle with a diameter of 20
to 24 mm. The Locking System allows for a full 360°
performance. Holder & Handle option comes with
Aluminium Colour Coded handle.
CODE: Holder: 0000TD0320AB
Holder & Handle:
l 0000TD0320ABAHB l 0000TD0320ABAHR
l 0000TD0320ABAHY l 0000TD0320ABAHG

SPEEDY MOP HOLDERS
FOLDABLE PLASTIC HOLDER

40cm Plastic Speedy holder with fixing clip.
The universal screw allows the use of any handle with a diameter of 20 to 24 mm. Complete
option comes with Colour Coded Aluminium
handle and Micro-Activa mop.
CODE: Holder: 00008116AB
Holder & Handle:
l 00008116ABAHB l 00008116ABAHR
l 00008116ABAHY l 00008116ABAHG

LOCKABLE PLASTIC HOLDER

FOLDABLE PLASTIC HOLDER

40cm foldable Speedy mop holder with locking system. The universal screw allows the use of any handle with a diameter of 20 to 24 mm. Allowing a full
360° performance. Holder & Handle option comes
with Aluminium Colour Coded handle.

40cm foldable Speedy mop holder with locking
system. The universal screw allows the use of any
handle with a diameter of 20 to 24 mm. Holder &
Handle option comes with Aluminium Colour Coded handle.

CODE: Holder: 00008316AB
Holder & Handle:
l 00008316ABAHB l 00008316ABAHR
l 00008316ABAHY l 00008316ABAHG

CODE: Holder: FMHT
Holder & Handle:
l FMHTAHB l FMHTAHR
l FMHTAHY l FMHTAHG

Complete:
l 00008116ABAHMB l 00008116ABAHMR
l 00008116ABAHMY
l 00008116ABAHMG
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Cleaning Equipment
MOP HOLDERS
VELCRO MOP HOLDERS
PLASTIC MOP HOLDER

LOCKABLE PLASTIC HOLDER

METAL MOP HOLDER

40cm Plastic Mop holder with replaceable
Velcro strips and universal screw. This product is fully Autoclavable. Complete option
comes with a lightweight Aluminium handle
and Micro-Activa mop.

40cm Plastic holder with Locking system allows for
a full 360° performance. Complete with replaceable
Velcro strips and universal screw. This product is fully
Autoclavable. Holder & Handle option comes with
lightweight Aluminium Colour Coded handle.

40cm Aluminuim metal holder with universal screw
and Velcro strips. Holder & Handle option comes
with colour coded steel handle.

CODE: Holder: 5385
Holder & Handle:
l 5385AHB l 5385AHR
l 5385AHY l 5385AHG
Complete::
l 5385AHMB l 5385AHMR
l 5385AHMY l 5385AHMG

CODE: Holder: 5359U
Holder & Handle:
l 5359UAHB
l 5359UAHR
l 5359UAHY
l 5359UAHG

CODE: Holder: FMHV
Holder & Handle:
l FMHVAHB l FMHVAHR
l FMHVAHY l FMHVAHG

BRILLO
BRILLO HOLDER WITH 25
CLOTHS

BRILLO PRE-SOAKED CLOTHS
25 Replacement Impregnated
cloths for Brillo Flat Mop Holder
in a handy hang-up bag. They are
ideal for dusting and cleaning of
all smooth floors especially Laminate and Lino Floors.
Size: 25x42cm
Pack of: 25

This handy pack comes with a Brillo Flat Mop holder that is suitable
for use with all metric threaded
handles. It comes complete with
25 Impregnated Cleaning Cloths
25x42 cm, and a handy hang-up
bag for storage.

CODE: 5248

CODE: 5253A
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Cleaning Equipment
DISPOSABLE MOP SOLUTIONS
MOPS FOR DISPOSABLE CLOTHS
FOAM CLOTH HOLDER 40CM COMPLETE

FOAM CLOTH HOLDER 60CM COMPLETE VELCRO STRIPS

40cm Holder with foam sole comes with a
two piece chromed metal handle (140cm)
suitable for use on all smooth Floors with all
impregnated and disposable cleaning cloths.

60cm Holder with foam sole comes with a two piece
chromed metal handle (140cm) suitable for use on all
smooth Floors with all impregnated and disposable
cleaning cloths.

CODE: 5213

CODE: 5250

UNILAV SIDE GRIP – RUBBER

UNILAV SIDE GRIP – VELCRO

The RUBBER UNILAV Complete 40cm is
a side grip disinfection tool with refilling
650ml bottle and SPARK cloth holder with
40cm rubber lamellas.
For DISPOSABLE polyester cloths.

The VELCRO UNILAV Complete 40cm is a side grip
disinfection tool with refilling 650ml bottle and mop
holder with 40cm Velcro strips.
For DISPOSABLE microfiber cloths or RAPIDO mop
heads.

CODE: 0000TD0130A

CODE: 0000TD0145A

DISPOSABLE CLOTH – POLYESTER

DISPOSABLE CLOTH MICROFIBRE

IMPREGNATED CLOTHS

Disposable cloth made of polyester,
polypropylene and cellulose. Ideal for
disinfection or wet mopping in medium
dirty internal floors. To be used with RUBBER
UNILAV SIDE GRIP.
Size: 20x42.5 cm
Packing: 10x25pcs

Disposable Microfibre White cloth is designed for
use with the VELCRO UNILAV SIDE GRIP. Suggested
for wet dusting medium/low dirty floors and
recommended for the wet mopping or disinfection
of internal floors.
Size: 13x42cm
Packing: 10x50pcs

Disposable white impregnated cloths to be used
with Spark Mop Holder for the wet dusting of the
floors.
Size: 30x60cm
Packing: 20x50pcs

CODE: PN02030

CODE: PN02040
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SPARK MOP HOLDER

40cm Spark mop holder with rubber lamellas to be
used with impregnated cloths for dusting all kind of
smooth floors. Fits all handles with Ø 20 to 24 mm.
Autoclavable.
CODE: 72000

CODE: 50003

Cleaning Equipment
KENTUCKY MOPS
KENTUCKY MOP HEADS
SONTARA KENTUCKY MOP

DREAM MOP KENTUCKY

This White Synthetic Mop Head comes with a
choice of Colour Coded bands. The synthetic
fibres are designed for use in the Food and
Chemical Industry, due to their strong chemical resistance and high absorption rate (10
times). Excellent for wet mopping heavily
soiled floors due to the fibres dirt retention
properties Machine washable at low Temperatures 30°C.

This extremely absorbent Microfibre Mop head with
looped yarn really penetrates the smallest MicroPores whilst retaining the dirt collected to give your
Floor a really Deep Clean. Excellent for spillages due
to its high Absorbency. Machine washable at low
Temperatures 30°C.

CODE:

KENTUCKY MICROFIBRE

This extremely absorbent Microfibre Mop head
Banded and Looped yarn with Colour Coded tabs.
Will really penetrate the smallest Micro-Pores whilst
retaining the dirt collected to give your Floor a really Deep Clean. Machine Washable at 90°C to give
your Mop a long life.

CODE: 6205D 350gr
CODE: KMHM

6201D
l 6201DA l 6201DB
l 6201DC l 6201DF

MOPPY MOP

KENTUCKY COTTON MOP

INTERCHANGE MOP

This 100% Natural Cotton fibre mop head
with its thin yarn and lightweight (220gr). Is
ideal for use with the Masterlux Bucket for
those smaller areas where professional cleaning is a must.

This Open-Ended 100% Cotton mop With its Natural
absorbing fibres make it Perfect for spillages.
Suitable for wet mopping dirty floors using the Jumpy
bucket and wringer in busy areas.
Machine Washable at 50°C

Colour Coded Cotton mop head with looped yarn
and band 450gr. To be used with Interchange Handle.

CODE: 0000MO2230 220gr

CODE:

CODE:

l ICMB
l ICMY

l ICMR
l ICMG

6013: 350gr
6014: 400gr

KENTUCKY HOLDERS (WITH HANDLES AND COMPLETE)
METAL MOP HOLDER

THREADED PLASTIC BLUE HOLDER

Heavy Duty Steel mop holder for use with all
non-threaded industrial handles and most
Kentucky style mop heads. Holder and Handle options comes with colour coded steel
handle.

Blue plastic threaded Kentucky Mop holder for use
with Metric threaded handles, suitable for Kentucky
Mops up to 350gr. Complete comes with aluminium
handle and moppy mop head 350g.

CODE: Holder: 6020S
Holder & Handle:
l KMHSC		
l KMHSCR
l KMHSCY
l KMHSCG

CODE:
Holder: 		
Holder & Handle:
Complete:

6021
6021AH
6021AHM
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COLOUR CODED PLASTIC HOLDER

Colour coded Universal plastic Kentucky mop holder
suitable to use with all threaded and non-threaded
handles between 20mm to 24mm. It will fit Kentucky
mops between 12oz to 20oz.
CODE:
Holder: l 6020 l 6020R l 6020Y l 6020G
Holder & Handle:
l ZC1066B l ZCI066R
l ZCIO66 l ZCI066G
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Cleaning Equipment
SOCKET MOPS
KENTUCKY HOLDERS (WITH HANDLES AND COMPLETE)
BLUE PLASTIC MOPPY HOLDER
Blue plastic Universal holder for
Moppy mop head. Suitable to use
with all threaded and non-threaded
handles between 20mm to 24mm.
Complete comes with Lightweight
Aluminium Handle and Moppy Mop
head 220g.
CODE: Holder:
Holder & Handle:
Complete:

PLASTIC MOPPY HOLDER
Colour Coded Moppy Holder for use
with Moppy Mop. Suitable for Metric
threaded Handles only. Complete comes
with Lightweight Aluminium handle and
Moppy Mop head 220g
CODE:
Holder: l 0000311B l 0000311C
l 0000311F
Holder & Handle:
l 0000311BAH l 0000311CAH
l 0000311FAH
Complete:
l 0000311BAHM l 0000311CAHM
l 0000311FAHM

6025A
ZC2230
ZC2230M

SOCKET MOP HEADS
DREAM MOP SOCKET
This extremely absorbent Microfiber
Mop head with Colour coded Plastic support comes with a looped yarn that really penetrates the smallest Micro-Pores
whilst retaining the dirt collected to give
your Floor a really Deep Clean. Can be
used with a Metric Threaded handle and
Masterlux Bucket. Excellent for spillages due to its high Absorbency. Machine
washable at low Temperatures 30°C

SONTARA SOCKET MOP
This White Synthetic Mop Head
comes with a choice of Colour Coded
Plastic Holders with a metric thread.
The synthetic fibres are designed for
use in the Food and Chemical Industry, due to there strong chemical
resistance and high absorption rate
(10 times). Used with the Masterlux
bucket they are excellent for wet
mopping heavily soiled smaller areas
due to the fibres dirt retention properties. Machine washable at low
emperatures 30°C

CODE: l 6310D l 6310B
l 6310C l 6310F

CODE: l 6300D l 6300B
l 6300C l 6300F

SOCKET MOP BLEACHED
COTTON
Cotton socket mop with cut yarn
and white universal plastic support.
Suitable for handles with a diameter
between 20mm-22mm

SOCKET MOP WHITE UNIVERSAL WITH
COLOUR CODED TAGS
This Cotton socket mop with colour
coded tabs, cut yarn and universal
plastic holder. Suitable for handles
with a diameter between
20mm-24mm.

CODE: SMWP

CODE: SM16G

SOCKET MOP EXCEL WITH
COLOUR TAGS
Cotton socket mop with looped
yarn with band. Colour coded tags
and plastic support for threaded
handles.
CODE: SMSB
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Cleaning Equipment
SQUEEGEES AND SCRAPERS
FLOOR PADS, SCRAPERS & SQUEEGEES
DOODLE BUG JOINTED HOLDER

25cm FLOOR SCRAPER
This 25cm handled Floor scraper
comes with a protective guard and
uses replaceable blades. It is ideal
for removing chewing gum, baked
on grime or ground in debris from
all flat hard surfaces

This Jointed Pad Holder with its Universal
attachment will accept any handle with
a diameter of 20mm to 24mm. Its unique
hook-and-loop bottom system ensures
your cleaning pad stays put even under
the most aggressive scrubbing.

CODE:
Scraper: 9152
Replacement Blades (pack25):
9154

140cm FLOOR SCRAPER
This 140cm long handled
Heavy Duty Metal Floor Scraper
supplied with a Replaceable
steel blade. It is used by
professionals for the removal of
stubborn ground in debris from
all hard floor surfaces.
CODE:
Scraper: 9153
Replacement Blade: BABE

CODE: Holder: 5229L
PAD: l 5222A l 5222H l 5222

l 5222G

SINGLE BLADE FLOOR
SQUEEGEE

TWIN BLADE FLOOR SQUEEGEE

METAL FLOOR SQUEEGEE

These Colour coded twin bladed plastic floor
squeegee heads with Universal holder take
any handle with a diameter of 20mm to
24mm. They are ideal for use in many different
industries. Available in a wide selection of
sizes.

Metal floor squeegee with black rubber. Ideal for
garages, workshops, etc. The handle is slotted into
place by tightening a band. Available in three sizes
and also as complete a complete unit with a wooden
handle.
CODE:
35cm

CODE:
45mm

CODE:

Head only
Complete

l 9012 l 9012R l 9012Y l 9012G

45 cm

9007
ZC9007

Head only
Complete

55mm

55cm

9008
ZC9013

Head only
Complete

75cm

9009
ZC9014

Head only
Complete

l 9013 l 9013R l 9013Y l 9013G
This 55cm plastic colour coded HACCP Approved floor squeegee with a built in metric threaded holder. For best results and a
virtually unbreakable squeegee use with a
fibreglass handle. Fully Autoclavable (up to
120° for 40min). Its double functioning head,
floor squeegee And scraper make it ideal for
hospitals and food industry.

Z9006
ZC9006

75mm
l 9014 l 9014R l 9014Y l 9014G

l 9313B l 9313R l 9313Y		
l 9313G l 00009313
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Cleaning Equipment
WINDOW CLEANING
GLASS CLEANERS

WINDOWLEX! GLASS AND
STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER

GLAKUR 460
This ready to use Alcohol based Glass
and Stainless Steel cleaner removes dirt
effortlessly. Glakur guarantees an AntiStatic, Streak Free Gloss finish even for
the inexperienced cleaner, on your glass,
mirrors and tiles every time.

WINDOWLEX! Glass and Stainless Steel
Cleaner is produced from a formulation which
gives an exceptional sparkling, streak-free
finish every time. It will effectively remove a
wide range of grime including atmospheric
grime, nicotine, finger marks, dust and dead
insects.

Dosage: pure
pH Value: 7

CASE: 6x750ml

Code:

W4601 0.5ltr
W800 10ltr

Code: CLWI

SUPER G9 GLASS CLEANER
Super G9 is an Irish Manufactured concentrated
Glass Cleaner. This product is Eco-friendly,
contains no Phosphates, it is safe to use on all
glass surfaces and stainless steel including lifts,
taps, doors panels, glass, windows and mirrors.

Code:
SGSY
GDB

G9 Glass Cleaner
G Spray Bottle Yellow
Super G Dispenser (Bottle)

Dosage: use the G Spray Bottle and Dispenser
for the right dosage

WINDOW POCKET
SCRAPER
Pocket scraper blades
supplied
separately
used
to
remove
ground in dirt on
windows.

CLIP SCRAPER COMPLETE
Clip scraper with 10 blades
used to remove difficult
dirt on windows.

WINDOW SCRAPER
The Scraper comes with
replaceable cover for
protection, it is also has
a hollow cone shape grip
to allow use with a telescopic pole. Blades are
replaceable.

CODE:
9116: Complete
9117: Replacement
Blades (10)

CODE:
9091: Holder
9095: Blades

REPLACEMENT SQUEEGEE ( Window)

CODE:
9151: Scraper
9154: Replacement
blades (25)

SQUEEGEE HANDLE (Window)

These replacement window squeegees come
with a Stainless Steel bar and rubber blade in
various sizes.
CODE:
9063: 25cm
9067: 30cm
9064: 35cm
9068: 40cm
9065: 45cm
9069: 50cm
9066: 55cm
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WINDOW SQUEEGEE COMPLETE

This Complete Professional Window Squeegee
set comes with s/steel Support, rubber blade
and s/steel handle. All parts can be replaced.
Handgrip fits telescopic poles.
Stainless steel handle for window Squeegee, can also
be used as a holder for the clip scraper (code: 9116).
Handgrip fits telescopic poles.
CODE:
9261: Handle
9361: New Ergonomic Handle
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CODE:
9051: 25cm
9052: 35cm
9053: 45cm
9054: 55cm

9055: 30cm
9056: 40cm
9057: 50cm

Cleaning Equipment
WINDOW CLEANING
WINDOW WASHER SLEEVE

WINDOW WASHER SUPPORT

WINDOW WASHER C OMPLETE

White synthetic window washer sleeve with a
short yarn for use with washer support used
by professionals for window cleaning.
Machine washable.

These T-Bar Window washer supports are made from
shock proof polypropylene. It has a cone end making
it suitable to attach to our telescopic poles.

The Window Washer (Applicator) comes complete
with a T-Bar Washer support made from shock-proof
polypropylene and a white synthetic (Machine
Washable) Sleeve assuring great absorption and water retention.

CODE:
9105: 25cm
9107: 45cm

9106: 35cm
9108: 55cm

WINDOW WASHER SET

This 30cm Dual Window washer and squeegee set is ideal for the Novice Window Cleaner. It can also be used with a telescopic pole.
CODE: 9150

CODE:
9141: 25cm
9143: 45cm

9142: 35cm
9144: 55cm

CODE:
9101: 25cm
9103: 45cm

9102: 35cm
9104: 55cm

BRILLIANT MOP

This Ultra-modern one wipe
cleaning system uses a 30cm
Microfibre Mop that is replaceable and
will machine wash at least 200 times. The Brilliant
offers high performance thanks to the excellent
cleaning action of the microfibre mop.
Code:
0000PN02016: Brilliant Mop Head
5233U: Brilliant Holder
5233UC - Complete

COBWEB BRUSH

“C” COBWEB BRUSH

WINDOW SQUEEGEE STRIP 92cm

This Cobweb brush is designed for use with
any of our telescopic poles. It is designed for
easy removal of webs and dust from ceilings
or difficult to reach areas. Made of a galvanized steel core twisted for better strength
and washable plastic bristles for a longer life.

This “C” Shape Cobweb brush is designed for use
with any of our telescopic poles. It is designed for
easy removal of webs and dust from ceilings or difficult to reach areas. Made of a galvanized steel core
twisted for better strength and washable plastic
bristles for a longer life.

Replacement rubber strip for window squeegee.

CODE: 9114

CODE: 9115

FIXI CLAMP

FIXI SPONGE

FIXI BRUSH

This aluminium clamp has an innovative
design that will quickly and easily grip
sponges and brush’s. Designed for use
with a telescopic pole it becomes an
invaluable high reach tool to solve many
cleaning problems without the need to
climb ladders.

The Fixi Sponge is a heavy duty Sponge designed for
all general wet or dry cleaning work that can be used
with or without the Fixi-Clamp.

The Fixi Brush is a stiff bristle brush that is designed
with 2 eyelets to give a quick, easy and secure
connection to the Fixi-Clamp.

CODE:9111

CODE: 9112

CODE: 9271

CODE: 9110
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WINDOW CLEANING
TELESCOPIC POLE (Aluminium)
These super strong lightweight poles
are ideal for cleaning hard to reach
windows, ceilings and vertical walls
without the use of ladders. They are
easy to use and can be adjusted to
the preferred height thanks to the
adjustable plastic joints. They come
in various sizes and are equipped
with a metric threaded end cone that
will take an assortment of telescopic
tools for cleaning windows, ceilings
and high to reach areas.

ERGONOMIC TELESCOPIC HANDLE

ALUMINIUM TELESCOPIC HANDLE

These anodized aluminium telescopic handles come
with an ergonomic soft touch easy grip handle to
give the operator complete control when cleaning.
The new design allows for the adding of a colour coded cap into the grip on each handle. The handles can
extend from 97cm up to 184cm covering all operator
heights.
CODE:
l 0000AM3040A l 0000AM3040C
l 0000AM3040B l 0000AM3040F
l 0000AM3040G

These Ergonomic Telescopic handles have been
developed with performance and easy handling
in mind. The handles can be adjusted from
90cm-160cm.

CRANKED JOINT

THREADED END CONE

TELESCOPIC HOOK

Cranked joint is for designed exclusively for
use with telescopic poles, it gives a varied
angle to any tool attached to the pole making cleaning of shelves, sloping windows etc.
easier.

The End Cone is designed exclusively for use with
telescopic poles, it comes with a metric thread, to
ensure easy attachment of tools.

The telescopic hook is designed for use in
conjunction with any of our telescopic poles. Useful
for ease of access opening or closing of Velux
windows etc.

CODE: 9088

CODE: P179040A

CADDY CARRY BASKET

CADDY WITH 3 BOTTLE HOLDER

Carry basket with contoured grip and 3
adjustable dividers, designed to keep your
cleaning equipment neat and tidy.
Size: 40x29x12cm

Caddy basket with contoured grip complete
with 3 section bottle plate to keep all your
cleaning equipment tidy and bottles upright.
Size: 33.5 x 28.3 x 26cm

CODE: 6378E

CODE: 3690U

CODE:
60404U: Bottle Holder
3IN1:
Side Extension

WINDOW CLEANING TWIN BUCKET

35cm SIEVE

WINDOW CLEANING TROLLEY

Multipurpose Twin Bucket 2x10ltrs with 2
separate compartments for segregation of
dirty and clean water. It also has two plastic
handles making it ideal to transport. When fitted with the appropriate sieve it can be used
as a window cleaning bucket. Castors can also
be fitted.

Blue Plastic sieve 35cm designed for use with
Twin Window Cleaning Bucket. Suitable for wax
application as well as draining window washer.

CODE:
9078: 2x1.5mtr
9081: 2x1.25mtr
9084: 3x2mtr
9090: 2x4m+3mtr

9080: 1.25mtr
9082: 2x2mtr
9085: 3x3mtr
9087: 3x1.5mtr

CODE:
l AM3040
l AM3040Y

l AM3040R
l AM3040G

CODE: 9096

This 20ltr window cleaning trolley comes in a
robust metal frame on wheels along with a 35cm
plastic sieve. The trolley can also be used for Polish
application as well.

CODE: 21021A

CODE: 7914A

www.wipeout.ie

CADDY EXTRAS

CODE: 9200
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FIBREGLASS HANDLE

These Colour Coded Autoclavable Ergonomic,
light and virtually indestructible 145cm
handles. The handle will fit metric threaded
and universal holders. The main features are
listed below:
• It’s autoclavable at 120° C
• It’s light
• Ergonomc and well-shaped for a better grip
• It’s not an electromagnetic conductor
• Strong and flexible (breaking strength to
flexibility tested till 450 N = 45 kg)
• It’s compatible with HACCP rules.
CODE:
l 0000PM3000A
	l 0000PM3000R
l 0000PM3000Y
	l 0000PM3000G 		
l 0000PM3000W
HYGIENE HANDLE

l AAH
l 1LTCNT

STEEL HANDLE

These lightweight, strong 140cm handles come with a
Colour Coded grip they will not rust and are suitable for
all Universal holders.

A full colour 150cm heavy duty handle. Ideal for
using with a universal holder.

CODE:

CODE: l PHB l PHR
l PHY l PHG

l AHPB l AHPR
l AHPY l AHPG

ALUMINIUM THREADED HANDLE

INTERCHANGE HANDLE

These lightweight 125cm strong, Imperial
threaded handles come with a plastic Colour
coded grip.
CODE:

ALUMINIUM HANDLE

l WR1000
l TRLI

These 140cm lightweight handles come with a Colour
code grip and are suitable fit all Interchange products
CODE: l ICHB l ICHR
l ICHY l ICHG

These
140cm
strong,
lightweight metric threaded
handle 23mm diameter come
with soft grip coloured handle
and are ideal for the Moppy
range.
CODE:

l 0000AM30010
l 0000AM30015
l AM30010

WOODEN HANDLE

Ideal for industrial brushes. With threaded
end. 120mm
CODE:

WH1 48” x 15/16” 		
WH2 48” x 1 1/8”
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BUCKETS
BUCKETS
TOP DOWN BUCKET

CALIBRATED PLASTIC BUCKET

Multipurpose bucket to be used alone or
as an accessory for a HEALTHCARE or TOPDOWN trolleys. This system allows the preimpregnation of the mops heads.
CAPACITY: 20ltr
CODE:
l 0000SE1322A Bucket with lid
l 0000SE1314 Bucket with lid
l SE1322A/B
Bucket Only
l Q10400030G Bucket Only

Calibrated plastic bucket with one ergonomic handle can be used individually or as
an accessory for a MULTIPURPOSE or HEALTHCARE trolleys.
CAPACITY: 15ltr, 25ltr & 6ltr
15 ltr
l 8108 l 8108R
CODE:
l 8108Y l 8108G
6 ltr
l 8218A l 8218R
l 8218Y l 8218G
25 ltr
l 8107 l 8107R
l 8107Y l 8107G
Lid for 6ltr bucket 60232

MASTERLUX PLASTIC BUCKET WITH SIEVE

GEMINI PLASTIC DOUBLE BUCKET WITH SIEVE

Plastic bucket with sieve and “slippery floor”
warning on both sides. Made of shock-proof
material. Ideal for floor cleaning in small areas.
CAPACITY: 16ltr
CODE:

l 2080A l 2080R
l 2080Y l 2080G

This double handled Twin bucket with separate
detergent and waste compartments comes with
a central sieve located over the waste section.
Made of shock proof material and a clear Slippery
floor warning on both sides. It is ideal solution for
professional floor cleaning in small areas.
CAPACITY: 15ltr
CODE:

l 2060A l 2060R

SPEEDY BUCKET & WRINGER

Bucket complete with side press wringer and
wheels ø50mm. Ideal for professional floor
cleaning in small areas with Speedy mop
system.
CAPACITY: 15ltr
CODE:
l 7930 l 7940CGB l 7930Y

www.wipeout.ie
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JUMPY

This Bucket and wringer set on wheels is
manufactured from recycled shock proof
polypropylene with a warning printed on both
sides. Used by professionals with Kentucky or
Speedy Mop Systems.
CAPACITY: 30ltr
CODE:
l 0000SL2700B l 0000SL2700R
l 0000SL2700C l 0000SL2700G

Trolleys
The first trolleys Wipeout sold were a far
cry from today’s modern cleaning trolleys.
Wipeouts trolleys now are modular and can
be designed around each customer’s specific
requirements. They are hygienic often antimicrobial treated, lockable, metal free with
silent closing lids for use in healthcare. The
modern trolley has 3 basic functions.
Waste Collection: With the option of 1, 2 or 3
compartments for waste collection recycling
has never been easier. Lids come with the
option of silent closing and even lockable if
required ideal in a medical environment.
Storage: The choices are endless; trolleys can
be fitted internally with shelves, drawers 20
or 40ltr even lockable. Outside can be fitted
with or without doors that are also lockable.
Mopping: Whether you want use a flat mop,
kentucky or granny mop today’s trolley can
be equipped according to the preference of
your industry.
Each of these functions vary from customer
to customer and industry to industry making
the modern Cleaning Trolley very much a
bespoke product. As they are a very much
a modular system we not only stock a huge
amount of spare parts we can basically design
a Cleaning Trolley for any customer. All our
trolleys manufactured by Filmop made from
certified PSV shatterproof plastic.

Ordered Today - Delivered Tomorrow
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TROLLEYS
BAGGY SYSTEM COMPLETE
BAGGY dustpan set complete
with
aluminium
handle,
plastic bag support with snap
closuresystem, floor squeegee
with rubber blade and 10
bags 50x60cm. Ideally used
in hospitals, crèches for the
collection of solid and semiliquid waste.

TOP DOWN TROLLEY
Trolley for the transport of the
10/20-litre buckets equipped
with wheels Ø 170mm. Can be
fixed to the vertical frame of the
multipurpose trolleys used for
wet mopping and disinfection
in hospitals, rest homes, clinics,
etc.

CODE: 0000PA20300

CODE: R2030120

ORION
This Certified “Plastic second
life” (PSV) 25ltr Mop trolley complete with plastic frame, ø80mm
wheels, bumpers, side grip and
down-press wringer. Ideal for
wet floor mopping in most areas.

FRED PLASTIC MOP TROLLEY
“Plastic Second Life” (PSV)
certified trolley complete with
plastic frame, ø80mm wheels,
bumpers, side grip, down-press
wringer and 2x15ltr buckets.
Ideal for mopping larger areas.
CODE: 7960A/P

CODE: 7962A/P

JANITOR CART
Janitorial Cart is a heavy duty
cleaning trolley with 3 shelves,
front storage area that comes
complete with plastic bag
holder and 65ltr plastic bag for
waste collection.

HOTEL CART
Plastic cart with door (3 shelves
inside), 2 fabric reinforced
laundry bags 85 liters with
zipper, 4 gray rubber wheels Ø
20cm, 1 upper shelf, 4 (movable)
edge protections.

Dimensions: 129 x 55 x 100cm

Dimensions: 130 x 160 x 57cm

CODE: STCA

CODE: 0000HP3300E

NEW Alpha METAL FREE
is the ideal solution for
magnetic resonance rooms
or for all areas where it is not
allowed to use any magnetic
metal object or any tool made
of magnetisable material.
Made entirely of certified PSV
shatterproof plastic, 100%
METAL FREE.

www.wipeout.ie
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ALPHA HEALTHCARE COMPONENTS

Waste
Collection

Storage

Mopping

Mopping system
with Unilav Side
Grip

ARKA HEALTHCARE COMPONENTS
Blue plastic bag holder 100ltr
with bag stretchers and cover
Grey plastic
bucket holder
with supports
2 plastic 4ltr
buckets
(red and blue)
Grey set two
pushing
grips with
reinforcements

Blue regular plastic
down-press wringer

Side mounted
paper dispenser

25 ltr red plastic bucket

Blue plastic push-bar

Blue plastic bag support
Blue plastic frame with
wheels ø80mm
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ARKA TROLLEYS
ARKA 1

ARKA 2

Multipurpose trolley used for the
rubbish collection and wet floor
mopping in medium/large areas.

Multipurpose trolley used for the
rubbish collection and wet floor
mopping in medium/large areas.

FEATURES:
* Frame made of recycled “Plastic
Second Life” polypropylene
copolymer material with ø80mm
wheels with bumpers
* Made of a solid shock-proof
plastic structure and perfectly
balanced even when full loaded.
* Drawing “slippery floor” on
both sides of the frame

FEATURES:
* Frame made of recycled “Plastic
Second Life” polypropylene copolymer
material with ø80mm wheels with
bumpers.
* Made of a solid shock-proof plastic
structure and perfectly balanced even
when full loaded.
* Drawing “slippery floor” on both sides
of the frame

* 1x100ltr bag holder complete with bag-stretcher, cover and a plastic
bag support fixed to the base of the frame for particularly heavy bags
* Push-bar with reinforcements to handle better the trolley also on
uneven floors
* “Deep” side press wringer without bottom which allows to rinse and
wring the mop only in one step. It is ideal for mop and Speedy mop
system
* 28ltr bucket with divider

* 1x100ltr bag holder complete with bag-stretcher, cover and a plastic
bag support fixed to the base of the frame for particularly heavy bags
* Push-bar with reinforcements to handle better the trolley also on
uneven floors
* Regular Plastic “down-press” wringer with plastic gear ideal for mop
and Speedy mop system
*25ltr Red plastic bucket

DIMENSIONS (LxWxH)107x55x92cm
CODE: 10011

DIMENSIONS (LxWxH) 99x55x92cm
CODE: 10014

ARKA 3

ARKA 4

Multipurpose trolley ideal for the
dusting, rubbish collection and
wetmopping of the floors and
surfaces in medium/large areas

Multipurpose trolley ideal for the dusting,
rubbish collection and wet mopping of
the floors and surfaces in medium/large
areas.

FEATURES:
* Frame made of recycled “Plastic
Second Life” polypropylene
copolymer material with ø80mm
wheels with bumpers.
* Made of a solid shock-proof
plastic structure and perfectly
balanced even when full loaded.
* Drawing “slippery floor” on
both sides of the frame.

FEATURES:
* Frame made of recycled “Plastic Second
Life” polypropylene copolymer material
with ø80mm wheels with bumpers.
* Made of a solid shock-proof plastic
structure and perfectly balanced even
when full loaded.
* Drawing “slippery floor” on both sides
of the frame

* 1x100ltr bag holder complete with bag-stretcher, cover and a plastic
bag support fixed to the base of the frame for particularly heavy bags.
* Push-bar with reinforcements to handle better the trolley also on
uneven floors.
* Regular plastic “down-press” wringer ideal for mop and Speedy mop
system.
* Click-in screwless 25ltr bucket support “Plastic Second Life”
complete with 2x4ltr buckets (PSV, red & blue), hook and “flip” plastic
handle holder with rubber roll fitting any kind of handle.
DIMENSIONS (LxWxH)99x56x111cm
CODE: 10016
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* 1x100ltr bag holder complete with
bag-stretcher, cover and a plastic
bag support fixed to the base of the frame for particularly heavy bags
* Push-bar with reinforcements to handle better the trolley also on
uneven floors
* Regular plastic wringer ideal for mop and Speedy mop system
* Click-in screwless bucket support “Plastic Second Life” complete
with 2x4ltr buckets,
* Paper holder complete with cover, hook and “flip” handle holder
with rubber roll fitting any kind of handles.
* Basket support which can be used to carry small cleaning tools
(clothes, gloves...) or where the operator can add a carry basket (eg.
2x4ltr)
DIMENSIONS (LxWxH) 99x65x111cm
CODE: 10017
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ALPHA HEALTHCARE
HEALTHCARE TROLLEY
This compact and modular trolley is ideal
for waste collection, wet mopping and/or
disinfection in hospitals, nursing homes,
clinics, etc with the Top-Down system for
pre-impregnated microfibre mop heads.
FEATURES:
* Made of recycled “Plastic Second Life”
polypropylene copolymer.
* The base equipped with Ø 120 mm
wheels
* Thanks to the central seat for a fifth
wheel, the base can be equipped also with
an additional wheel in the middle to be
much stronger in case of a fully and heavy
loaded trolley.
* Its plastic vertical frame guarantees the maximum hygiene, always
separating the waste bag from the rest of the trolley.
* Top-Down 20ltr bucket with hermetic cover and handle to prepare
the mop heads with the chemical solution beforehand and transport
them into the working place.
* Bag holder equipped with ergonomic push-bar, handle supports
and hook, 40+80ltr for the separate collection of dirty cloths and
rubbish,
* 2x4ltr buckets in different colours to carry different chemicals and
the several cleaning tools and separate them if necessary.
NOT INCLUDED
- Plastic cover CODE P29198A
- Blue plastic bag 80ltr (57x93cm) CODE: 0000AT01060A
- Red plastic bag 80ltr (57x93cm) CODE: 0000AT01060B

HEALTHCARE TROLLEY BASIC
Strong, compact and modular trolley easy
to assemble and to clean, ideal for waste
collection and the transport of cleaning
products and equipment.
FEATURES:
* Made of recycled “Plastic Second Life”
polypropylene copolymer.
* The small base equipped with wheels Ø
100 mm
* Thanks to the central seat for a fifth
wheel, the base can be equipped also with
an additional wheel in the middle to be
much stronger in case of a fully and heavy
loaded trolley.
* Its plastic vertical frame guarantees the maximum hygiene, always
separating the waste bag from the rest of the trolley.
* Bag holder equipped with ergonomic push-bar, handle supports
and hook.
* 120ltr Bag holder complete with basket
* 2x4ltr buckets in different colours to carry different chemicals and
the several cleaning tools and separate them if necessary.
NOT INCLUDED
- Plastic cover CODE P29198A
- Blue plastic bag 120ltr (73x97cm) CODE: Z3650A
- Red plastic bag 120ltr (73x97cm) CODE: Z3650
DIMENSIONS (LxWxH) 75 x 58 x 111cm
CODE: A1101

DIMENSIONS (LxWxH) 75 x 58 x 111cm CODE: MA1306700
LOCKABLE HEALTHCARE TROLLEY
Trolley used for trash collection and
floor mopping as well as disinfection
in hospitals, nursing homes, private
cliniques, etc. with Top-Down system
that is by using pre-soaked
microfiber mops. Made of recycled
“Plastic Second Life” polypropylene
copolymer.
FEATURES:
* Dark grey plastic base with wheels Ø 125mm
* 2 Light grey asymmetric vertical frames to guarantee the maximum
hygiene, always separating the waste bag from the rest of the trolley.
* Dark grey 120ltr bag holder with plastic insert supports 1x40ltr &
1x80ltr bags for the separate collection of dirty cloths and rubbish.
* 2 handle holders + 2 hooks + 2 sets of T-shaped plugs (6pcs each)
* Central frame with lockable cover which hides the sight and prevent
direct contact with any tool inside and shock absorbing pistons (Hush
System).
* The central frame has a label which can be customized writing the
operator’s name, the working area or other information.
* 1x22ltr Dark grey sliding plastic drawer with lock
* 4x4ltr Grey buckets with colour coded handles.
* 2x 20ltr Top-Down buckets with hermetic cover and handle to prepare
the mop heads with the chemical solution beforehand and transport
them into the working place.
* Side closing door equipped with removable key and hand grip to open
it easier. Hand grip with key compartment where to set theremoved key.
*1 side plastic basket
NOT INCLUDED
- Blue Plastic cover CODE P29198A
- Blue plastic bag 80ltr (57x93cm) CODE: 0000AT01060A
- Red plastic bag 80ltr (57x93cm) CODE: 0000AT01060B
DIMENSIONS (LxWxH) 118 x 58 x 110cm
CODE: 0000MA6670

LOCKABLE HEALTHCARE TROLLEY PREMIUM
Multipurpose trolley ideal for
the general cleaning of those
environments that require dusting,
waste collection, mopping and
disinfection of floors and cleaning
of surfaces: all in one single trolley!
Made of recycled “Plastic Second
Life” polypropylene copolymer.
FEATURES:
* Dark grey long plastic base with wheels Ø 100x22mm
* Small supporting plastic plate with 2 wheels Ø 100x22mm
* 2 Grey asymmetric frames to guarantee the maximum hygiene,
always separating the waste bag from the rest of the trolley.
* Grey plastic bag holder 150ltr with plastic divider
* 2 Grey handle holders, 1 side hook, 2 sets of T-shaped plugs (6pcs
each), 2 shock absorbing pistons
* Grey plastic frame with cover and shock absorbing pistons (Hush
System)
* 22ltr Grey sliding plastic drawer with lock + lift for drawer
* 4x 4ltr grey buckets with colour coded handles.
* 1 Plastic closing profile, 3 fixed side plastic walls, 1 lockable plastic
door for cabinet, 1 lockable plastic door for bag holder, 1 set of
stickers
* Blue plastic cover with check-list holder
* 1 Rilsan® coated wringer support
* 1 Blue regular plastic wringer
* 2x 15ltr plastic buckets
NOT INCLUDED
- 2 plastic bags 120ltr
- Blue plastic bag 120ltr (73x97cm) CODE: Z3650A
- Red plastic bag 120ltr (73x97cm) CODE: Z3650
DIMENSIONS (LxWxH) 75 x 58 x 111cm
CODE: MA1670U00
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Cloths, Sponges & Scourers
CLOTHS
ONE PULL DISPENSER

RESOURCE WIPE ROLL

CREPED RESOURCE WIPE

One Pull Dispenser has a simple, modern and attractive design making it ideal for any washroom
environment. It reduces wastage, maintains hygiene and costs. For use with Resource Wipes.

Silicone and formaldehyde free. These wipes are
strong wet or dry, very absorbent (holds 6 times its
own weight of water), solvent resistant and non-abrasive so ideal for a variety of wiping applications.

CODE: GBBIO

Creped for better bulk and faster particle pick
up. No chemical additives. They are versatile
and economical, ideal for a variety of wiping
applications. Very absorbent and strong (wet
or dry).

Case: 4 rolls

LORITO BAMBU

CODE: WRHO

Box of: 300 wipes
CODE: TEWI

SPIC N SPAN

ANTI BAC CLOTH

900

600

Lorito Bambu is a microfiber cloth made from
50% bamboo and 50% microfiber it is extremely
heavy woven making it ideal for heavy duty
cleaning without the need for detergents.
Machine washable up to 500 times. Size: 40x40cm

Spic N Span is a termabonded cloth. Highly absorbent,
up to 10 times its own weight in water. Soft and gentle
but very strong for dry, damp or wet cleaning. Colour
coded for professional use.

Anti Bac Cloth is a medium grade wiper for all
applications, its low lint, semi disposable with
excellent antibacterial qualities. Its colour
coding allows for use in all areas for the easy
removal of dirt and grime.

CODE:
l W453719

CODE: (pack of 10)
l SNS1 l W200 l W149 l W202

CODE: (pack of 50)
l MPC l W305U l W348 l W331

l W453718

MICROFIBRE CLOTHS

VELLETTE CLOTH

YELLOW DUSTER

Microfibre multipurpose cloths come are colour
coded and come in two weights. Ideal for all
surfaces thanks to there high absorbency and
deep cleaning power: They are effective wet or
dry.

Antibacterial, machine washable cloth. The microholes trap dirt until released when rinsed and gives a
great strength to the cloth.

High quality 100% cotton duster for dry dusting.

CODE:
200gr

CODE: (pack of 25)
l VELLETTE
l VELLETTEY

CODE: (pack of 10)
YELDUS

900

320gr

l MIFIP200
l MIFIP200Y
l MIFIP320B
l MIFIP320Y

l MIFIP200R
l B320
l MIFIP320R
l MIFIP320G
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l VELLETTER
l VELLETTEG
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POT SCRUB SPIRAL

POT SCRUB ZINK-COATED

POT SCRUB KNITTED

30gr Heavy duty stainless steel spiral for
tough scouring. Thanks to its rounded wire it
doesn’t scratch. Ideal for cleaning pots, pans,
cookers, Grills and cutlery.

30gr Zinc-coated steel wire scourer doesn’t hold
grease residues. Ideal for cleaning pots, pans, cookers,
grills and cutlery.

60gr Heavy duty stainless steel knitted scourer
for tough scouring. Doesn’t retain grease
residues. Ideal for cleaning pots and pans,
cookers, grills and cutlery.

CODE: 552 (PACK OF 10)

BRILLO PADS

CODE: 5522 (PACK OF 25)
CODE: 5527 (pack of 10)

SPONGE SCOURER
NON-SCRATCH

950

SPONGE SCOURER

950

Brillo Pad is a soap scouring pad, used for
cleaning kitchen utensils.

Non-scratch sponge scourer with easy grip. Ideal for
every delicate surfaces (bath, toilet, tiles).

Sponge scourers have a grip indentation, ideal for
cleaning and scouring all non-delicate surfaces.

CODE: BR (pack of 12 x 10 pads)

CODE: (pack of 8)
l SPSCNSB
l SPSCNSY

CODE: SPCS (pack of 10)

DOODLE BUG PAD

l SPSCNSR
l SPSCNSG

GREEN SCOURER

GRIP SPONGE SCOURER

900

Doodle-bug Pads are a heavy duty cleaning
pad that offer have a wide range of functions
from stripping, polishing or cleaning any
surface depending on colour. They are easily
rinsed clean for reuse.
Holder and pads sold separately.

Green Scouring Pads are an economical pad ideal for
cleaning baked on dirt from kitchen equipment or any
dirty hard surface.
Heavy Duty Scouring Pads:
100% nylon treated with phenolic resin and coated
with aluminium oxide for high performance.

CODE: 5228L: Holder
Pads (pack of 12)
l 5222A l 5222H l 5222 l 5222G

CODE: (pack of 10)
GSP1
Green pads
GSPHD H/D Green Pads
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High quality shaped, scourer with polyurethanic
synthetic sponge. Ideal for cleaning dirty surfaces
and encrusted deposits that are not delicate.
CODE: B163 (pack of 10)
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Washroom
Bay West® offers a range of dispensing products ideal for any washroom environment. Whatever the location, if you need a
solution that impresses yet also reduces costs, waste and maintenance then you should chose Bay West®.

TOILET TISSUE SYSTEM
SIDE-BY-SIDE

VERTICAL

REVOLUTION™

• Clever compact 2-roll holding dispenser.
• Ideal for lower traffic areas or where cubicle
space is limited.
• Reduces refill visits, only releases a new roll
once old one is finished.
• Reloading is quick and easy and the dispenser
is easy to use.

• Perfect for settings where space is a
consideration.
• 2-roll high capacity reduces continuous service
visit.
• Reduces waste, roll must be fully used before
new roll is accessible.
• Translucent dispenser means refill requirements
seen at-a-glance.

• High capacity 3-roll holding toilet tissue dispenser.
• Complete roll usage system reduces waste and
manpower.
• Carousel mechanism delivers continuous supply so
no run-out.
• Toilet rolls are kept locked,
protected, secure and hygienic.

CODE:
l 72600
l 72260
l 72640

CODE:
l 82300
l 82330
l 82340

CODE:
l 80302
l 80303
l 80304

l 72650
72660

l 82350
82360

l 80305
80306

ECOSOFT™ TOILET TISSUE ROLL

ECOSOFT™ TOILET TISSUE ROLL

COLOUR: white
PLY: 1
SHEETS PER ROLL: 1250
CODE: 126C

COLOUR: white
PLY: 2
SHEETS PER ROLL: 625
CODE: 616NP

SOAP DISPENSING SYSTEM

ECO-FOAM SOAP

PUSH BUTTON SOAP DISPENSER

Eco-foam is a gentle,
pleasantly
perfumed
hypoallergenic foaming
lotion for hand washing.
Purple in colour with a
fresh blossom odour, it
is certified with the Ecolabel accreditation.

• High capacity, 800ml cartridge gives 2000 doses of
foam soap.
• Modern, stylish design suits any washroom decor.
• Simple pump action means the dispenser easy to use
• Measured portion pump ensures an effective, hygienic
hand wash.
CODE:
l 9600
l 9630

COLOUR: purple CASE QUANTITY: 8x800ml
l 9650
9660

l 9640
CODE: 10009

LOTION FOAM SOAP

BACTERICIDAL+ FOAM SOAP

INSTANT SANITIZER+ FOAM

Soft and creamy foam perfect for the daily
cleansing of the hands. Soft yellow in colour, the
Lotion Foam has a pleasant scent of melon.

Antiseptic foam for frequent and hygienic
cleaning of the hands. The hypoallergenic foam
is both colourless and odourless and ideal for
markets demanding these characteristic.

Antiseptic foam that ensures instant decontamination of the hands without having to wash or rinse
with water. Colourless with a minty odour, the foam
is effective against H1N1 and other bacteria.

COLOUR: yellow
CASE QUANTITY: 8x800ml

COLOUR: clear
CASE QUANTITY: 8x800ml

COLOUR: clear
CASE QUANTITY: 8x800ml

CODE: 9601

CODE: 9602

CODE: 9603
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Washroom
HAND TOWEL SYSTEM
HANDS-FREE

WAVE`N DRY®

HYBRID

• Controlled usage dispenser delivering pre-mea
sured towel.
• Reduces over-use and wastage.
• High capacity dispenser with stub-roll transfer
mechanism.
• User has limited contact with anything other
than their towel.

• Totally touch-free dispensing.
• Towel is stored fully protected.
• Simple to operate by passing hand or arm
underneath the infra-red sensor.
• Measured dispersing reduces paper
consumption and cost.

• Unique design; electronic, hands-free and
manual dispensing in one.
• Controlled issue of towel reduces paper use and
minimises waste.
• High capacity dispenser reduces service cost.
• Delivers unfolded towel for a more effective dry.

CODE:
l 860
l 86530
l 86540

CODE:
l 80000
l 80030
l 80040

l 86550
86560

CODE:
l 87510
l 87530
l 87540

l 80050
80060

l 87550
87560

ECOSOFT™ HAND
TOWEL ROLL

HAND TOWEL ROLL

SOFTECO HAND TOWEL
ROLL
FOR DISPENSER:
Wave`N Dry® / Hands
Free / Hybrid™
COLOUR: white
TOWELS PER ROLL: 678
ROLLS PER CASE: 6

FOR DISPENSER:
Wave`N Dry® / Hands
Free / Hybrid™
COLOUR: blue
TOWELS PER ROLL:
553
ROLLS PER CASE: 12

CODE: 3190

CODE: 816.6

FOR DISPENSER:
Wave`N Dry® / Hybrid™
COLOUR: blue
TOWELS PER ROLL: 553
ROLLS PER CASE: 12
CODE: 516.6

MICRO-FOLDED

ACCENT™

• Ideal for settings where space is a consideration.
• Smaller towel, more efficient and effective in use.
• Simple, modern and attractive design.
• Holds 300towels at full capacity reducing chance of run-out.

• Compact system ideal for areas where space is limited.
• Smaller diameter roll which is delivered in pre-measured sheets.
• Slightly exposed towel allows hands free dispensing.
• Ideal substitute for traditional more costly, less efficient towels.

CODE:
l 53502
l 53504

CODE:
l 85500
l 85540

l 53505
53506

l 53503

l 85550
85560

l 85530

ZFOLDED TOWEL WHITE

ACCENT WHITE

FOR DISPENSER: Micro-Folded
COLOUR: white
TOWELS PER CASE: 3,000
CASE CONFIGURATION: 200
towels x 15 sleeves

FOR DISPENSER: Accent™
COLOUR: white
TOWELS PER ROLL: 357
ROLLS PER CASE: 12
CODE: 3112

CODE: ZFOB
ZFOLDED TOWEL BLUE

ACCENT PREMIUM

FOR DISPENSER: Micro-Folded
COLOUR: blue
TOWELS PER CASE: 3,000
CASE CONFIGURATION: 200
towels x 15 sleeves

FOR DISPENSER: Accent™
COLOUR: white
TOWELS PER ROLL: 339
ROLLS PER CASE: 12

CODE: ZFO2

CODE: 3712
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Washroom
BIO BALL
A biological block that contains billions of friendly bacteria, which include several different enzymes. It is
activated when small amount of liquid is passed over it, this can either be water or urine. The BioBall is
activated on a small amount of liquid, this allows the user to reduce urinal flushing to just 1 - 4 janitorial
flushes once a day to clear the drains of any debris build up. The water and sewage savings is significant
to the user as well as bringing down their CO2 emissions.
BioBall has integrated innovative design with the science of enzymes. The Bio Ball provides a cost effective
solution to ongoing problems of urinal maintenance while dramatically reducing water wastage and
enhance the washroom environment.
The BioBall cage encases the powerful biological enzyme block which can be elevated above the flushing
waterline with or without the use of an integrated pedestal ‘lollipop stick. The BioBall cage system ensures
a sludge free solution for urinal maintenance. Bio Ball will not dye the urinal or end up being a sludgy
mess at the bottom of the drains after a few weeks use.
CODE: BO

AIR FRESHENERS
URI-MAT (Urinal Deodorizer)

LOROL DUFTOLE (scented oils)

Revolutionary Translucent Flexible Design allows
full view of urinal drain to ensure optimal drain
flow while trapping debris. The upper part of the
disc is composed of several “peaks” that reduces
splash back while optimizing fragrance and bacteria
release. Environmentally Friendly. No ozone
depleting ingredients. Gradually released up to 60
days

Lorol scented oils are air fresheners based on an
effective combination of perfumes. Provide all
types of rooms with a pleasant odour with long
lasting deodorizing effect.

Code:
l UWM – Mint ZZesty
l UWA – Mango SqueeZZe
l UWO – RaZZle Raspberry

Code:

Menthe
Classic
Fantastic
Exotica
Lavender

0.5ltr W382
0.5ltr W359
0.5ltr W379
0.5ltr W381
0.5ltr W383

SUPER SPRAY AIR FRESHENER

Super Spray Air Freshener is a giant 750ml
industrial air freshener for removing unpleasant
odours rapidly and leaving a pleasant long lasting
fragrance for hours.
Code:
SSAFO – Ocean
SSAFL – Lemon
SSAF – Berry
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DISPENSER AIR FRESHENER

Chrome Air Freshener Dispenser with efficient
digital programming technology, easy light
sensitive programming and is suitable for 240300ml refills. Every fragrance is made with quality
complex of natural oils to give you effective odour
control. High quality product to suit your budget.
Code:
AFDC – chrome Air Freshener Dispenser
DAFCG – Bang Tidy (lemon scent)
DAFLF – Lovely Jubbly (Bubble gum scent)
DAFWB – Flower Power (flower scent)

Washroom
SANITARY BINS AND ACCESSORIES
DESY SANITARY BIN

KIDDY NAPPY BIN

PATTY FOR LADY
Desy is a bin for ladies
san it a r y towels wit h
an innovative and
modern design, made
to
satisfy
specific
needs
of
security
and hygiene. Already
assembled,comes
complete with cage
for
deodorant
or
disinfectant pills and
bag stretcher.

CAPACITY: 23ltr
CODE: C03023DE

CAPACITY: 17ltr
CODE: C02017DE

CAPACITY: 25ltr
CODE: C02025D

PEDAL BIN STAINLESS
STEEL

TOILET BRUSH SET ENCLOSED

Stainless Bin is a pedal
operated bin finished
in
polished
chrome
suitable for hotels, guest
houses and all residential
dwellings.

Kiddy is a plastic bin for
nappies with cover and
pedal operated. Ideal for
closed spaces such as
nursery schools, swimming
pools, pediatric clinic but
also in restaurants and bars.
Complete with cage for
deodorant or disinfectant
and smooth round surfaces
for easy cleaning.

Is the ideal container
for
Ladies
toilet’s,
especially in high traffic
areas. Its modern and
practical design meets
all
specific hygiene
and
safet y
needs.
Already
assembled,
comes complete with
cage for deodorant or
disinfectant pills and bag
stretcher.

Toilet Brush Set Enclosed consists of a white or
grey plastic holder and brush.
CODE: TBSET

CAPACITY: 5ltr
CODE: Z568A5

HANDCARE
CAREFRESH LUXURY SOAP DISPENSER
Carefresh Soap Dispenser
for use with all Carefresh
Bulk soaps.
This dispenser is suitable
for use in all busy
washrooms.

CODE:
ANTIBACTERIAL 5 ltr CFAB

CODE: LUXD
HAND SANITIZER

CAREFRESH ANTIBACTERIAL HAND SOAP
The new Instant Sanitizer+
Gel formulation is now
effective against Swine
Flu. The products new
composition means it is
no longer alcohol-free,
due to the introduction of
ethanol into the product
ingredients. As well as the
H1N1 virus, the sanitizer
is also effective against
MRSA and E-Coli. Instant
Sanitizer+ complies with all
relevant EN Standards.

PACKAGE: 12 x 500ml
CODE: HASA1

CAREFRESH LIQUID HAND SOAP 5LTR
Carefresh hand soap help improve personal hygiene and care of your skin; dispensing the ideal
amount of soap for each wash, keeping costs down in areas of moderate use and reducing waste.
The Pink Pear is an everyday
The Antibacterial hand soap
use liquid hand soap. Ideal for
reduce bacteria and risk of
a busy washrooms; cleaning
contamination, infection and
hands and maintaining good
illness. Ideal for: washrooms in
hygiene.
hygiene-critical areas such as
healthcare, food processing and
food service environments;

It helps improve personal
hygiene, care for your
skin and reduce bacteria.
Ideal for: washrooms in
hygiene-critical
areas
such as healthcare, food
processing
and
food
service
environments;
being kind to skin when
hands
are
washed
frequently; reducing the
risk of contamination,
infection and illness.
PACKAGE: 12 x 500ml
CODE: BLUE:
CFABB
WHITE:
CFABW
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CODE:
PINK PEARL 5 ltr CFPP

CAREFRESH HAND SOAP

Carefresh hand soap is an everyday liquid that
improves personal hygiene and care for your skin.
Ideal for busy washrooms; cleaning hands and
maintaining good hygiene. Three fragrances for
choice in our own care-fresh range.
PACKAGE: 12 X 500ml
CODE: APPLE BLOSSOM
WILD ROSE
OCEAN BREEZE

CFA
CFR
CFOB
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Waste Management
WASTE AND LAUNDRY MANAGEMENT
HYGIENE BRUSH HEAD

HYGIENE DECK SCRUB HEAD

HYGIENE SHOVEL

Hygiene Brush Head is ideal for food factories and
catering establishments. Suitable for sweeping
medium particles and can be used in both dry
and damp environments. Fully colour coded for
segregation and HACCP.

Hygiene Deck Scrub Head is ideal for food factories
and catering establishments for the removal of
stubborn built up grease and grime in wet or dry
conditions. Ideal for use in smaller areas. Colour
coded for segregation and HACCP.

Manufactured to the highest specification and
standards expected by the food industry. One –
piece shovel is a single piece of solid polypropylene
and is the ultimate in hygienic control. D grip shaft.

CODE:
l
l
l
l

CODE:
l
l
l
l

CODE:
l
l
l
l

30cm		
AASH		
ANSO1		
FREND		
CUSHELLE

45cm
AA18
GAT
262-02
7964A

AADS
AADSR
AADSG
AADSY

WALL TIDY

LOBBY PAN & BRUSH SET

HYSB
HYSY
HYSR
HYSG

BAGGY SYSTEM COMPLETE

Lobby Pan Set is
a colour coded
long
handled
covered
dust
pan set complete
with brush for
the collection of
waste.

BAGGY
dustpan
set
complete with aluminium
handle, plastic
bag
support with snap closure
system, floor squeegee
with
rubber
blade
and 10 bags 50x60cm.
Ideally used in hospitals,
crèchesfor the collection
of solid and semi-liquid
waste.

Wall Tidy is a colour coded holder that holds 3
pieces of cleaning equipment off the floor
keeping your room neat and tidy.
CODE:
l LOPA 		
l LOPAR 		

CODE:
l WTB
l WTR

l LOPAG
l LOPAY

l WTG
l WTY

CODE: 0000PA20300

BINS
SIRIUS PEDAL BIN

SWING BIN

Pedal operated bin, with in built bag holder. Ideal for kitchens,
restaurants, food industries, toilets, hospitals, rest homes, etc. Thanks to
its rounded shape it is compliant with HACCP rules. It is equipped with
bag holder and a cage for deodorant pill. Possibility to insert a plastic
divider for a separate collection of rubbish.
SIRIUS BIN DIVIDER

Plastic bin certified “Plastic Second Life” (PSV) with colour coded swing lid.
Best for waste collection in environments such as hotels, schools, hospitals,
restaurants, canteens etc. The asymmetric swing lid opens easily, even when
placed against a wall. Ideal for separating waste when recycling.

CODE:

CODE:

l
l
l
l

30 ltr		
60 ltr
		CO3060W
CO3031B		
CO3061D
CO3032R		
CO3062D
CO3033Y		
CO3063Y
CO3034G		
CO3064D
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Divider for use in the 60ltr
bin to allow for recycling.
CODE:

P190926D

l
l
l
l
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12 ltr		
25 ltr		
50ltr
8162		
8169		
8170
8162B		
8169B		
8170B
8162R		
8169R		
8170R
8162Y		COMAE		8170Y
8162G		
8169G		
8170G

Waste Management
FIRE RETARDANT BIN SMALL 20ltr

FIRE RETARDANT BIN LARGE 90ltr YELLOW

Small fire retardant bin
made from Zintec steel.
Pedal operated to allow
the user to open the lid of
the bin without touching
when it is avoided. This
aims to improve overall
hygiene of the premises
and promote health and
safety standards.
The Fire Resistant Bin is
essential to providing
excellent safety, health
and anti-fire standards in
healthcare, kitchens and
other similar places.
CODE:
Z102 l Z102G
l Z102Y l Z102B
POLARIS BIN FRONT ACCESS WHITE 90ltr
Polaris bin with front
door opening (it saves
the operator having to
pull the bag out) is ideal
for the waste collection
in hotels, schools,
hospitals,
restaurants,
canteens etc. This Polaris
bin is in compliance
with the HACCP rules.
It is equipped with an
ergonomic
push-bar,
plastic wheel (125mm),
pedal, 2 plastic hooks
to fix the bag and one
cage for deodorant or
disinfectant pills.
CAPACITY: 90ltr
CODE: C030901

OYSTER WALL MOUNTED BIN
Oyster is wall mounted
bin with foot pedal
operating. Ideal for
rubbish collection in any
environment. Smooth
and round surface is
very easy to clean in
compliance with HACCP
rules. Innovative system
for a soft and shock
absorbing closing of
the cover. It has a very
simple and safe wall
fixing system.

Fire Retardant large
bin is made from
strong and durable
stainless steel, painted
white to give a stylish
design. The large foot
pedal allows for hands
free operation of the
lid, leaving hands free
to safely and securely
dispose of waste.

Fire Retardent Bin
90ltr
is
Irish
manufactured
from Zintec PreCoated Steel all
bins are white
polyester powdercoated, have a
handsfree pedal
operated lid with
a silent closing
option and Fire
Retardant to Cert
SII 210/2.

CODE:
FRBLY

CODE:
FRBL

POLARIS BIN WHITE 90ltr This Polaris bin is
indispensable above
all in those places
where, for hygienic
reasons, it is required
to avoid any direct
contact with the
container and the
rubbish inside. It
is strong and with
rounded design easier
to clean in compliance
with HACCP rules.
Equipped with and
ergonomic
handle,
100mm
plastic
wheels, pedal, two
plastic hooks to fix
CAPACITY: 90ltr
the bag and with a
CODE: C020901
l C020901 l C020901B cage for deodorant
l C020901R l C020901Y or disinfectant pills.
l C020901G

POLARIS BIN WHITE 2x45ltr

CAPACITY: 2X45ltr
CODE: C021901

Polaris
bin
2x45ltr
is indicated for the
collection of waste in
environments such as
hotels, schools, hospitals,
canteens, restaurants, food
industries. Essential in all
those places, where for
reasons of hygiene, it must
be avoided direct contact
with the container and
the waste contained in it.
It is complies with HACCP
standards.
Equipped
with bag holder ring for
a separate collection,
plastic 100mm wheels,
ergonomic handle and
cage for deodorant or
disinfectant pill.

PLASTIC LID FOR POLARIS BIN

STACKABLE CONTAINER 45ltr

Plastic lid, colour coded for a separate
collection.

Pick-up 45 ltr plastic
container, without
wheels, complete
with lid and silkscreen
printed
plate. Can be used
as a container for
separate
waste
collection and as
generic container
for holding objects.

CODE:
		
l P190914
l P190914B
l P190914R
l P190914Y
l P190914G
SHOCK ABSORBING PISTON

CAPACITY: 50ltr
CODE:
WHITE 0000CO5050D

FIRE RETARDANT BIN LARGE 90ltr

Shock absorbing piston for a
soft and silent closing (also
can be used for Sirius bin)

CODE:
l 3667BL
l 3667R
l 3667Y
l 3667G
l 3667BR
l 3667A

PLATE
PAPER
METAL
PLASTIC
GLASS
ORGANIC
NON-RECYCLABLE

CODE: P190908U
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Laundry Management
LAUNDRY COLLECTION

ACCESSORIES FOR LAUNDRY TRAIN
LAUNDRY COTTON BAG 70ltr WITH COLOUR
BAND

LAUNDRY TRAIN PEDAL 70LTR

A blue striped polyester bag with a 70ltr capacity,
is string tied and measures 101X54 cm.
CODE: l 8181A l 8181R l 8181Y l 8181G
PLASTIC COVER FOR LAUNDRY TRAIN.
Pedal operated trolleys for laundry collection. Used mainly for the transport of dirty laundry
in hospitals and communities. They have a Rilsan® coated structure and strong plastic base.
Complete with plastic cover, elastic, pirouetting 80mm wheels and grey plastic base. Colour
coded lid.
CODE:
l 1 x 70ltr
l l 2 x 70ltr

R9176
R9177

l l l 3 x 70ltr
l l l l 4 x 70ltr

CODE:
l P290929Y l P290929R l P290929G
l P290929B

R9178
R9179

LAUNDRY TROLLEY “STEVE”

LAUNDRY TROLLEY

Laundry trolley with 22ltr cotton bag
and coated metal frame.
Dimensions: 90 x 66 x 86 cm.

Laundry trolley made up of a small plastic base with
125 mm wheels, 2 Rilsan® coated vertical frames and
200ltr plastified bag for the collection of dirty towels
and linen in hotels or hospitals.

LAUNDRY X-TROLLEY

CODE: W459321
CODE: 0000HP3100E
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X-Trolley is a chromed
laundry
collection
trolley that comes with
a washable plastified
bag and is suitable
for collecting soiled
linen in the healthcare
sector. Strong and
capacious
bag
washable at 30° C.
X-Trolley is equipped
with 4 or 6 hooks,
plastified bad and
pirouetting
80mm
wheels.
CODE:
150ltr Trolley Complete: 8043
180ltr Trolley without the bag: DAZ
180ltr Plastified bag: 8052/1

Laundry Management
LAUNDRY DETERGENTS
LAUNDRY POWDER 135 WASHES

LAUNDRY TABLETS 100

LAUNDRY LIQUID 10LTR

Laundry Powder Bio with Lemon Fresh Fragrance
and Non-Bio with Aloe Vera Extract are a premium
grade washing powders for use in all automatic
washing machines that gives good results at all
temperatures. This high quality powder with active
fizz technology helps remove some of the most
stubborn stains.
CODE:
BIO
299-06		
NON-BIO 299-07

Laundry Tablets are ideal for use in automatic
washing machines both professional and
domestic machines. They can be used in hard
or soft water areas to leave your clothes clean
and fresh.

Laundry Liquid is a pleasantly perfumed premium
grade clothes washing liquid detergent for use in
all automatic washing machines, in a domestic or
commercial environment.

PERSIL POWDER 90 WASHES

PERSIL TABLETS 4X40

PERSIL LIQUID 5LTR

Persil washing powder removes common stains
like mud, grass & chocolate ice cream even in a
quick, cool wash. Wash booster technology works
well on greasy & oily stains.
CODE:
NON-BIO LIBY
COLOUR PL24

These Persil non-bio washing tablets deliver
outstanding cleaning on tough stains. The tablets
prevent overdosing, and the non-bio formulation
is soft next to skin.

Persil Liquid cleans tough stains even in a quick
wash. Persil Colour cleans tough stains, whilst still
kind and gentle next to sensitive skin. Works very
well on greasy & oily stains.
CODE:
BIO
PERL
NON-BIO P202050A
COLOUR PER

COMFORT FABRIC SOFTENER 5LTR

FABRIC SOFTENER 5LTR

Comfort leaves your clothes feeling soft and
smelling nicely fresh. Suitable for all types of
fabric. Comfort reduces static cling, makes
ironing easier. Suitable for the professional
user in hotels, nursing / residential homes,
catering and leisure establishments.
CODE:
l Lily & Riceflower LENOR
l Pure KECOD l Regular COM

Pleasantly perfumed fabric softener for use in
automatic washing machines. It also contains
anti-static agent thus helping to reduce thus
problem of static cling and resoiling. Suitable
for the professional user in hotels, nursing
/ residential homes, catering and leisure
establishments.

CODE:
BIO

CODE:
249-0002
300-7941

CODE:
NON-BIO PERT

CODE: 246-01
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Machines
VACUUM CLEANERS
LORITO SILENT 10 HOOVER

RUCK ZUCK BAGPACK VACUUM

HITACHI CV-300

Technical Specifications:
- Power 230V
- Power 1200 Watt
- Cable length 10 m
- Hose length 2.5 m
- Air flow 35 ltr / sec
- Noise level 59 dB
- Wheels Ø32mm
- Tank volume 10 ltr
- Weight 7 kg
Included:
- Manifolds with false air
regulator
- Convertible floor and
carpet tool
- 2-part stainless steel tube
- Flexible hose 2,5 m
- Chink tool, furniture brush
- 1 filter paper

Technical Specifications:
- Power 1300 Watt
- Cable length: 3 m
- Single-stage turbo
blower
- Automatic safety
- 13 m radius use
- Tank volume: 7.5 ltr
- Weight: 4,5 kg
- Incl. Cable mount
- Noise level: 63 dB
Included:
- Shatter-proof vinyl hose
with curved end piece
- 3 extension tubes
- chink tool
- Carpet floor tool
- Dusting brush

CODE:
Vacuum: W491000, Spare bags: HOBG3

Technical Specifications:
- Power 230V
- Power 1100 Watt
- Cable length 15m
- Bag contents 2.5ltr
- 230Volt out for
accessories
- Weight: 4.5kg
- Volume: 53dB
Included:
- Suction hose with
elbow and air controller,
- telescopic tube,
- extension tube,
- carpet, floor, parquet, chink
and upholstery tool,
- round nozzle with brush,
- 1 filter paper
CODE:
40112E

CODE:
SMSG

SEBO 46 COMFORT
Technical Specifications:

CODE:
SOBL

- Motor Power max.:
1300 Watt
- Brush drive BS 36:
150 Watt / Timing Belts
- Brush drive BS 46:
200 Watt / Timing Belts
- Vacuum: 230 mbar /
2350 mm WS
- Air flow: 49l / s
- Filter bag: 5.0 liters, 3-ply
- Working width:
36 cm / 46 cm
- Weight: 7,9kg / 8,5kg
- Noise: 68dB (A) / 69 dB (A)
- Connecting cable: 12 m

WET & DRY VACUUM CLEANERS
LORITO SW38

LORITO SW93
Technical Specifications:
Aspirated engine: 1000 Watts
Power supply: 220-240 V
Water column: 2000 mm
Air speed: 53 ltr / s
Tank capacity: 38 l
Useful volume of water: 23 l
Cable length: 7 m
Accessories Ø: 40 mm
Equipment height: 76 cm
Tank Ø: 34.5 cm
Weight: 13 kg
Including:
- Suction hose 2.60 m.
- Metal tube 2 pcs
- Carpet and floor tool.
- Chink, upholstery and
water suction tool.

Technical Specifications:
Aspirated engine. 2-stage: 2x1000 Watt
Power supply: 220-240 V
Water column: 2000 mm
Air speed: 159 l / s
Tank capacity: 93 l
Useful volume of water: 73 l
Cable length: 8 m
Accessories Ø: 40 mm
Device height: 105 cm
Tank Ø: 42.5 cm
Weight: 27 kg
Including:
- Suction hose 2.60 m.
- Metal tube 2 pcs
- Carpet and floor tool.
- Chink and water suction tool.
- Furniture brush.

CODE:
WSW38
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WSW93
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Machines
POLISHERS
CANDIA C143 TSN (TWO SPEED)

CANDIA C143 L10
Technical Specifications:
- Power: 1000 W
- Voltage: 230 V
- Speed: 154 min-1
- Cable length: 12 m
- Weight with
Accessories 41 kg
- Tank: 1.4kg / 10ltr
- Working width: 43 cm
- Planetary gear
Included:
- solution tank
- drive board
- shampooing
- washing brush

CODE:
WC143TSN

CODE:
WAC171

Technical Specifications:
Cleaning:
- Power: 1000W
- Voltage: 230V/50Hz
- Working width: 43.2cm
- Speed: 154 min-1
- Weight: 42.5Kg
- working pressure:
41.8g/cm²
- Noise level: 54dB
- Cable length: 15m
Polishing:
- Power: 1300W
- Voltage: 230V/50Hz
- Working width: 43.2cm
- Speed: 308/min
- Weight: 42.5Kg
- working pressure:
41.8g/cm²
- Noise level: 57dB
- Cable length: 15m

CANDIA C150 U13
Technical Specifications:
- Power: 1500 W
- Voltage: 230 V
- Speed: 1500 min-1
- Cable length: 15 m
- Weight with Accessories
44 kg
- Fuel capacity: 12 l
- Working width: 50.5 cm
- Planetary gear
Included:
- Electric sprayer with tank

CODE:
WC150U13

SCRUBBER DRYER

SPRAY EXTRACTOR
SABRINA

SABRINA MAXI

RA 605 IBCT

Technical Specifications:
- Capacity recovery tank: 14 liters
- Capacity solution tank: 14 liters
- Suction motor: Two Stage
- Power: 1000 W
- Water column: 2200 mm H2O
- Maximum air flow rate: 50 l / sec.
- Pump with by-pass: vibrating
- Power: 70 W
- Maximum pressure: 4 bar
- Maximum capacity: 1.5 l / min.
- Cleaning width: 270 mm
- Maximum power: 60 sqm / h
- Number of nozzles: 1
- Length of cable: 10 m
- Weight (body of the machine): 12 Kg
- Weight (packaged machine): 15 Kg
- Dimensions: 30 x 42 x 53 cm
- Packing volume: 34 x 53 x 70 cm
- Length of tubing: 2.5 m

Technical Specifications:

Technical Specifications:
- Working width: 62 cm
- Suction width: 88 cm
- Brush speed: 135 / min
- Brush Pressure: 55 Kg
- Drive motor power: 1000 W
- Power suction motor 400 W
- Tank fresh water: 55 L
- Dirty water tank: 56L
- Total weight without battery:
190 kg

-Capacity recovery tank: 30 liters
- Capacity solution tank: 30 liters
- Suction motor: Two Stage
- Power: 1200W
- Water column: 2300 mm H2O
- Maximum air flow rate: 60 l / sec.
- Pump with by-pass: Membrane
- Power: 80W
- Maximum pressure: 9 bar
- Maximum power: 4.5 l / min.
- Cleaning width: 300mm
- Maximum performance: 80mq / st
- Number of nozzles: 3
- Length of cable: 10m
- Weight (machine body): 22kg
- Weight (packaged machine): 25kg
- Dimensions: 38 x 50 x 78cm
- Packing Dimensions: 42 x 65 x 88cm
- Length of hoses: 3.5m

Comes with charger
and without batteries!

CODE:
TIFO

Included:
- Floor adapter with 1 spray nozzle

CODE:
SABR

CODE:
SABRM
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Enviro-Zorb
Enviro-Zorb oil spill
absorbent is the fastest
oil absorbent on the
market that leaves no
residual film of
grease behind.
This makes your floor
completely slip resistant.
It absorbs between
8 to 20 times more than
conventional absorbent
materials, giving
immediate absorption,
and leaving no oily residue,
leaving safe and dry floors
in one application.
ENVIRO-ZORB ROLLING CART
The Enviro-zorb Rolling
Cart is a quick and easy to
use, modern dispensing
unit for the emergency
recovery
of
spillages
everywhere. Offering an all
in one system for storage,
distribution and recovery
of Enviro-zorb oil spill
absorbent. The Rolling Cart
provides all the tools you
need for efficient and fast
recovery of spillages on the
job.

CODE:
ENVRC
ENVIRO-ZORB FLEXI PACK
ENVIRO-ZORB WALL PACK

CODE:
ENVWP

The Enviro-zorb Twist N Go
Wall Pack is a quick and easy
to use, modern dispensing
unit for the emergency
recovery
of
spillages
everywhere.
Offering
an all in one system for
storage, distribution and
recovery of Enviro-Zorb oil
spill absorbent. The Twist
N Go Wall Pack provides
all the tools you need for
efficient and fast recovery
of spillages on the job, and
is particularly economic
due its unique twisting
dispensing system.
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The Enviro-zorb Flexi Pack
is a quick and easy to use
Ultra mobile system for
emergency use. It provides
an all in one system for
storage, distribution and
recovery of Enviro-Zorb oil
spill absorbent. The FlexiPack provides all the tools
you need for efficient and
fast recovery of spillages on
the job.

CODE:
ENVFP

ENVIRO-ZORB ABSORBENT BAG 25 LTR

Enviro-zorb oil spill absorbent is made from a
natural cotton based fibre, that helps capture
hydrocarbons in all petroleum based products,
preventing seepage into the water table.
CODE:
ENVB
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Automotive
ALLOY WHEEL
CLEANER

DE-ICER
De-Icer is a fast acting,
ready to use spray that
helps to prevent refreezing on cold winter
mornings.

Case: 6x750ml
Code: D71

DE-IONISED WATER

Alloy Wheel Cleaner is a
quick & easy to use spray,
which is suitable for most
wheels & trims & ideal for
removing unsightly brake
dust, restoring the overall
appearance of your car.

Formulated to give a fast
“clean & shine” effect in
one operation. Its formula
removes light contaminants
such as nicotine and
fingerprints. Suitable for use
on paintwork, plastic and
sealed wooden surfaces.

Case: 6x750ml

Case: 6x750ml

Code: 10002

Code: DBC

TRAFFIC FILM REMOVER

Code: DIW 5LTR

Code: TRWA5

WIRE STAND

HEALTHCARE ROLL WHITE
(TWIN PACK)

Code: WS

GARAGE ROLL DISPENSER WALL
MOUNTED

www.wipeout.ie

5LTR

Liga Extra Hand Paste
261 is a German
Manufactured heavy
duty hand cleaner used
in Garages, Engineering
workshops etc. that
removes quickly and
gently even the most
persistent and heavy
soiling to skin and
hands.
Code: W261S1
W261L

500ml
8kg

GARAGE ROLL BLUE (TWIN PACK)
1Ply blue garage
roll used for wiping
down dir ty sur faces
in industr y.

2Ply pure white roll to be
used for wiping down dirty
surfaces in industry.

Code: HUS

Code: WR1500

GARAGE ROLL DISPENSER

GARAGE ROLL HOLDER & TROLLEY

Standing Garage roll
holder. Indicated for
rolls for industrial use.
Paper-roll
support
with cutter for a handy
and quick paper tear.

Wall
mounted
paperholder. White
painted. Applications
indicated for rolls for
industrial use. Paperroll support with
cutter for a handy
and quick paper tear.

Code: 8171

LIGA ANTISEPTIC HAND CLEANER

Traffic
Film
Remover
is a concentrated, hifoaming alkaline liquid
detergent formulated for
use in pressure washers.
It removes road film, and
other grime. Suitable for
cleaning tractors, trucks,
farm machinery, trailers,
walls, barns, farmyards, and
cars.

Pure water produced by
ion exchange process.
Suitable for use in lead
batteries, automotive
cooling system and
steam irons.

Metal ring stand
powder
coated
designed to hold
standard
26x44
refuse bags. Colour:
Grey other colours to
order only.

DASHBOARD CLEANER

120 Ltrs paper holder
with
painted
bag
holder, complete with
basket, clips with spring
and wheels ø 185 mm.
Basket 39x12x10 cm.
Useful for the carriage
of small tools. Paper-roll
support with cutter
for a handy and quick
paper tear.

Holder Size:
86x40.5x46cm

Code: GRD

Code: 8150
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Personal Protection & Safety
WARNING SAFETY SIGNS
SAFETY SIGN WET FLOOR 2-PARTS

SAFETY SIGN WET FLOOR 3-PARTS

Plastic sign, “Wet
floor” on both sides.
Completely made of
light and shock-proof
plastic.
Equipped
with some hooks for
hanging a plastic
chain, very useful to
mark the working
areas.

CONICAL SAFETY SIGN

Safety Sign “Caution
wet floor” is a three
piece wet floor sign
worded both sides as
well as pictograms of
a person slipping at
an elevated height for
more visibility when
cleaning floors.

Height: 57cm
CODE: 8614

Height: 104cm
CODE: 8624

YELLOW PLASTIC CHAIN

“CLEANING IN PROGRESS”

Conical plastic safety sign
is made of light and shockproof
plastic.
“Slippery
floor” on all four sides. It
can be used outdoor with
the addition of weights.
Equipped with hooks for
plastic chains and can be
fitted
with
intermittent
light or warning plastic signs.

Height: 93cm
CODE: 8634

SAFETY CONE
INTERMITTENT LIGHT
Intermittent Light is battery
(2x1.5V) powered and fits
onto the conical safety
sign for increased visibility
whilst carrying out hazardous
cleaning jobs.

Plastic Chain for use with wet floor cones and
signs to section off and warn people of
hazardous areas that are being cleaned.

Plastic, yellow rectangular sign designed to fit
the conical safety sign.

LENGTH: 1mtr
CODE: P250001C

CODE: P240002C

“CAUTION WET FLOOR”

“DIRECTIONAL ARROW”

“NO ENTRY”

Plastic yellow circular sign designed
to fit the conical safety warning sign.

Blue circular safety sign with a directional arrow sign
that is designed to fit the conical safety warning sign.

Red circular safety sign with white band the
universal pictogram for no entry designed to fit
the conical safety warning sign.

CODE: P230003C

CODE: P230002A

CODE: P230001B

DOOR STOPPER

DOOR STOPPER LONG
Long grey door stopper made
of plastic and rubber complete
with 75cm handle. Fitting for
any kind of door. The rubber
edge grants a good holding and
protects the floor and door's
surface. The system to block
and unblock the door stopper's
handle allows to use it easily
without bending all the time. It
can be easily hanged and carried
to the cleaning trolley.

DOOR MATS

Grey door stopper
made of plastic and
rubber. The rubber
edge protects the floor
and door's surface.
Fitting to any kind of
door. Unslippery. It
can be easily hanged
and carried to the
cleaning trolley.
CODE: P130001Q
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CODE: P250002

CODE: P230001Q
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Dust Control Door Mats offer complete
protection from dirt, grit and water guaranteed
to keep your entrance way clean as possible.
Mat measuring 1500mm x 900mm.
CODE:

l DCM 		
l DCMBR

l DCMB
l DCMR

Personal Protection & Safety
GLOVES
LATEX GLOVES LIGHTLY POWDERED

LATEX GLOVES POWDER-FREE

NITRILE GLOVES POWDER-FREE

Lightly Powdered, not sterile Latex Gloves offer
a unique blend of comfort and protection.
Resistant to puncturing, these gloves serve
as an optimal barrier against biological
contaminants. Latex is also widely considered
to provide the greatest fit of any disposable.
Powdered to absorb moisture and ease of
donning.

Powder Free, not sterile Latex Gloves offer a unique
blend of comfort and protection. Resistant to
puncturing, these gloves serve as an optimal barrier
against biological contaminants. Fully textured for
improved wet and dry grip.

New thin-nitrile technology reduces hand
fatigue and provides a close fit for increased
tactile sensitivity, with a fully textured finger for
increased grip and precision. Food safety. Free of
latex.

PACK of 100.

COLOUR: Beige

PACK of 100.

COLOUR: Blue

PACK of 100.
CODE:
SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE
X-LARGE

CODE:

BNG2832
BNG2833
BNG2834
BNG2835

CODE:

BNG7832
BNG7833
BNG7834
BNG7835

COLOUR: Beige
LAHA2
LAHA
LAHA1
LAHA3

AQL
1.5

SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE
X-LARGE

AQL

SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE
X-LARGE

1.5

AQL
1.5

RUBBER GLOVES FLOCK-LINED

RUBBER GLOVES SILVERLINED

NITRILE H/D RUBBER GLOVES
FLOCKLINED

Yellow, natural rubber latex gloves, soft
and flexible with excellent strength, tear
and puncture resistance. Flocklined for
better comfort and perspiration absorption.
Honeycomb grip pattern for increased wet and
dry grip. Reusable. HACCP Certified.

Pink and blue natural rubber latex, silverlined for
easier donning. Sanitized additive to protect against
bacteria and fungal growth. Soft and flxible with
excelent strenght, tear and puncture resistance.
Silicon free. Reusable. HACCP Certified.

Green Heavy Duty Nitrile Rubber Flocklined
gloves with diamond grip pattern for excellent
wet and dry grip. Exceptional strenght, tear and
puncture resistance as well as excellent chemical
and solvent resistant. Reusable. Latex free.
HACCP Certified.

CODE:
CODE:

MEDIUM RGM
LARGE RGL

AQL
1.5

Blue
SMALL
x
MEDIUM RGBM
LARGE
RGBL
X-LARGE RGBXL

Pink
RGP
RGPM
RGPL
x

AQL

CODE:

1.5

MEDIUM RGNM
LARGE
RGNL
X-LARGE RGNXL

AQL
1.5

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
EAR PLUGS

Ear Plug is made from soft
PU foam that expands
when entered into the ear
canal. The foam conforms
to the shape of the wears
ear canal for personalised
fit. These earplugs are for
maximum protection in
noisy environments.

CASE: 100
CODE:
WITHOUT STRINGS CEP1
WITH STRINGS
CEP
DISPOSABLE MOP CAP

Suitable for use to the low
marking on the lens or
frame. This eye protector
is not intended for furnace
/ welding use.

One size, clear colour. Suitable to use for hospitals,
janitorial, mechanics, food processing, medical, DIY
and general handling.
CODE: SG

Disposable
mop
caps are suitable
for use in food
preparation
areas,
factories,
hospitals,
janitorial, veterinary
and pharmaceutical.
Those with metal are
fully detectable if lost.

Pack of 100
Colour: BLUE
CODE: WITH OUT METAL DETEC.
WITH METAL DETEC. 		

SAFETY GOGGLES

MCB
MCP

DISPOSABLE OVERSHOES

Pack of 100
CODE: OVSH

Disposable
Over
shoes
are
CE
certified
minimal
risk are embossed
for
grip
with
elasticated
ankle
enclosure for use in
areas where hygiene
is imperative.

DUST MASK

The
particulate
respirator provides
protection against
non-toxic solid and
liquid aerosols in
concentrations up
to 12 x MAC/OEL/
TLV.
Its comfort contributes to increased wear time.
One size, white colour. Suitable to use for hospitals, janitorial, medical and veterinary. CE Marked.
CODE:
BOX OF 20 DMP1
BOX OF 20 with VALVE DMP2
DISPOSABLE OVERALL

Colour: BLUE
CODE: OVL
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A White disposable overall
to be worn over clothing.
Used as a light coverall only.
Safety standards:
CE type 5 & 6.
Applications
industry:
Agriculture, DIY, Factory,
Food manufacturing, Food
preparation,
Hospitals,
Janitorial, Medical Use,
Packing, Veterinary.
SIZE: LARGE
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Outdoor
LITTER
LITTER PICKER

WALL MOUNTED ASHTRAY

POCKER DUST PAN
Green Pocker Dustpan
with
yellow
cover.
Ideal for the collection
of rubbish in both
the
industrial
and
domestic fields. Easy to
carry thanks to its two
thermoplastic
rubber
wheels. Equipped with a
rubber blade to ensure
the best floor contact for
waste collection.

Litter Picker is designed
for
collection
of
syringes in parks and
gardens. It can be used
also for other purposes,
such as collecting
bottles and broken
glasses,
removing
plastic from the public
urinals and taking
down boxes from
shelves.
CODE: 9122

BRUSH COMPLETE WITH STAYS

This wooden Broom
is recommended for
use in industry. This
product is ideal for
sweeping medium or
large areas in both wet
and dry conditions.

CODE:
11”
18”
24”

YARD BRUSH COMPLETE RED PVC
Red PVC filled wooden
lacquered
stock
comes
complete
with wooden handle.
Ideal for sweeping in
corners in a household
environment. Perfect
in both wet and dry
conditions

CODE: NO8

DECK SCRUB COMPLETE

High Quality Platform Brush &
Handle with stays is suitable for
use in large areas by cleaning
contractors in a commercial
environment.

CODE:
18”		
24” (hard bristle):
24” (soft bristle):

V/B/W10
B280/1
B307

SIZE: 254x75mm

CODE: Z700

CODE: 000010100F

BRUSH COMPLETE (11”, 18”, 24”)

Wall Mounted Cigarette
Bin is powder coated and
comes with a removable
steel
liner
making
emptying quick and clean
built-in cover is ideal for
un-sheltered external use.
Contains small holes for
quick and easy cigarette
extinguishing.

PL18
0000GI1001A
0000GI1006A

Deck Scrub Complete,
ideal
for
scrubbing
stubborn stains from
metal and concrete floors.

CODE: UDSC

YARD BRUSH COMPLETE BASSINE/RED PVC
Bassine and Red PVC mixed
fill lacquered stock with a
single hole complete with
wooden handle. This is ideal
for household sweeping in
wet or dry conditions.

SIZE: 254x75mm
CODE: 10018

GARDENING - PEST CONTROL
ANTI ANT
Ant Powder is a reliable
and effective control
of
ants,
earwigs,
cockroaches and other
crawling insects. It is a
ready-to-use puffer pack
with child resistant
closure to ensure safety.
It can be used all around
the home, garden and
greenhouse.

SLUG & SNAIL KILLER
Doff Slug Killer Blue Mini
Pellets are easy-to-use and
give effective control of slugs
and snails. Best results are
obtained on a warm, damp
evening. Doff Slug Killer Blue
M ini Pellets must not be
a ppl i e d j u s t be fo re ra i n .

RAT & MOUSE POISON
Rat Poison (Vertox)
5kg is a soft edible
bait for the killing
of mice and rats.

CASE: 12X300g
CODE: ANSL
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CODE: SLPE

CODE: STORM
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Outdoor
GARDENING - WEED CONTROL
WEED KILLER 1LTR RTU ORGANIC

WEED KILLER 1LTR CONCENTRATE ORGANIC

Weed Killer Organic is an
Irish manufactured ready
to use organic weed
killer that can be used
by everyone it is safe to
use around children and
animals, beds can even be
planted in 2 days later.

CODE: WEKI

WEED KILLER ORGANIC 5LTR

Irish Organic Weed Killer is
a non-selective naturally
occurring herbicide for
total weed control on
gardens, paths, patios,
allotments,
flowerbeds
and vegetable gardens. It
is a fast acting 100% biodegradable weed killer.

CODE: WEKI1

Weed Killer Organic is
an Irish manufactured,
ready to use, organic
weed killer that can be
used by everyone. It
is safe to use around
children and animals,
beds can even be
planted in 2 days later.

CODE: IWKI

OUTDOOR CLEANERS
MOSS FREE

SCALEKLEER
Moss Free Path & Patio
Cleaner is an excellent
Moss, Lichen, Spore, Fungi
and Mildew Cleaner that
is Manufactured in Ireland
for the quick and easy
removal of all organic
matter (Moss, Mildew,
Fungi, Yeast etc.) whether
Indoor or Outdoor.

CODE: PRT

CODE: D7

GRAFFITI REMOVER TIN

Jeyes Fluid is an
outdoor disinfectant
suitable for many
uses in farms and
agriculture. Jeyes Fluid
is suitable for cleaning
and
disinfecting
greenhouses,
cold
frames, patios, drains,
stables, paths and
farm yard areas.
CODE: BLDI

GRAFFITI WIPES TUB 150
Graffiti Remover Wipes are
suitable for the removal of
paint and graffiti from all
hard surfaces, particularly
useful in schools and
offices where you do
not want to be spraying
hazardous aerosols.

Graffiti Remover Aerosol is
ma de fro m a p ower fu l
professional formula to
effectively
and
easily
remove stubborn graffiti
from the most difficult
surfaces like brick, metal,
glass, wood and painted
surfaces without doing
damage to the underlying
surfaces.
CODE: GRRE

JEYES FLUID
Acid based product that
removes, dirt, scale and spills
from concrete and masonry.
Contains a powerful rust
inhibitor which makes it
safe to use even on the
most ferrous metals. Fast
acting powerful formulation.
Excellent cleaner for bricks,
patios and garage floors.
Phosphate free and
biodegradable.

CODE: GRW
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QUALITY HYGIENE SUPPLIES
See & Order Our Complete Range On Our Fantastic Website

QUALITY HYGIENE SUPPLIES

CUSTOMER SERVICE VEHICLE

www.wipeout.ie

Ordered Today - Delivered Tomorrow

FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY
Wipeout Ltd,
Unit 45, Third Avenue,
Cookstown Ind.Est.
Tallaght, Dublin 24.
D24 DT02

Email: 		
Phone:
Fax: 		

sales@wipeout.ie
+353 1 4516666
+353 1 4517780

